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.Away they sped like a whirlwind. At a corner three ·or four men tried to stop them. Frank knocked down two with his fist. Through the crowd burst the two fugitives.
and ·they kept on for _the q_ua.y..
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THE MISSING 'ISLAND:
OR,

Frank Reade, Jr/s Voyage Under the Sea.
By .. NONAME."

CHAPTER I.
:A NEW PROJECT.

"I will admit, Mr. Frank Reade, Jr., that you are a much
haveled man, but I think there is one part o£ the world
which you have not visited, and which, in fact is seldom
thought of by explorers or scientists."
"Indeed, Mr. Denver Gray!" exclaimed the young inventor, in surprise. You interest me greatly. "Pray, where
is that strange locality?"
"It is not far from our own United States."
"Then there must be some formidable barrier to· keep
away the ubiquitous tourist of these modern times."
a Tot the least sort of a one. You can go thither, however, only by ~boat, as the locality I have reference to is an
archipelago of islands just below the Gulf of California."
~<Pshaw! That is a well traveled part .of the ocean."
"You are wrong. The archipelago of which I speak is
southwest of Mazatlan and out of the beaten track of vessels. It is seldom or never visited by any ship."
"You don't mean it!"
"Yes, I do. What is more, these islands are inliaoited."

"Natives?"
"As true as you live. They are of the old Aztec race and
doubtless the only living representatives to-day."
Frank Reade, Jr., the fa.mous inventor, was intensely interested.
"That is all very wonderful, if true," he declared.
"I hope you will not doubt me," said Gray, reproachfully.
"Certainly not, if you have seen these islands and their
inhabitants with your own eyes."
"I have."
"That settles it."
"As no doubt I have informed you before, I have been a
rolling stone," said Mr. Denver Gra.y, lighting a cigar.
a I have gathered little moss, but lots of experience and
heaps of adventure."
a Indeea !"
"How I came to visit the Azte<; Archipelago came about
in a curious fashion. I was in California during the gold
fever. Going into the mines I made a snug fortune and
thought I would return via Cape Horn to New York.
"So I embarked on a merchant brig, the Esther. Off
Cape San Lucas we struck a typhoon and were blown for a
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But the vessel :finally ficcd until only Dick and I remained. It looked .black for
us, but we made a desperate effort to escape and succeeded.
came upon a reef.
"That night we broke our dungeon bars and cut sticks for
"The next day, when the storm had subsided, there we
were high and dry. About us were a number of very beauti- the shore. Fin<ling a pirogue, we got into it and put to sea.
ful tropical islands.
We were picked up two days later in a dead calm by a
"This beauty of verdure I had never seen surpassed. We schooner and brought to Santiago, Chili. Thence we made
day or more whither we knew not.

managed to get out a boat and went ashore.
"But no sooner had we struck the beach than we were
surrounded by half a hundred barbarous-looking wretches,
clad half in armor and rich silken stuffs. They were genuine types of Aztecs."
"That is more than wonderful," said Frank Reade, Jr.,
"for it has long been the current belief tha-f'the Aztecs are
an extinct race."

our way home."
Gray blew a few wreaths of smoke from his cigar and
continued:
"I have thought many times that I would revisit the Aztec
I slands again, and in condition to treat with those misguided barbarians in a safe manner. I think such a visit
could be made profitable from a trading_point of view, for
they have plenty of gold and jewels which they might ex-

"I have no reason to doubt that these are the only living change for our merchandise."
types."
Frank Reade, Jr., drew a deep breath and reg_!lrded his
"If yet alive !"
friend with interest for some moments.
"And why should they not be? They were quite a powerThen he said:
"Gray, you spoke the truth when you said that there was
ful tribe, being several thousand strong, and having a number of walled towns on the isle."
one part of the world which I had never visited. I surely
"It is very strange that there is no scientific account of never ureamed of the existence of such islands as those."
these people, as they can be but a .few hundred miles from
Gray smiled at this.
"There
are few who know of their existence. Indeed, I
the mainland."
"Ah, I must tell you abont that. You well know that the think Dick Harkwell and I--"
"Who is Harkwell ?"
Aztecs were never a maritime or sea-faring people. All
"He was the mate of the Esther. At present he is in
the boats they ventured to use wer(3 small e:rafts, such as
pirogues or light canoes, in which they traveled from one Baltimore, and awaiting worcl frqm me to start at once upon
a visit to the Aztecs."
v-r-' isle to another, but never to the mainland."
"How do you propose to make this visit?" asked Frank.
"Ah, I see."
"Now to resume my narrative. We were welcomed quite
Gray looked intently at the young inventor for a mo• Aztecs at :first. We were nine in number, ment and then said-:
warmly by the
"First answer a question of mine."
all seamen but myself.
"We were taken to their walled city and there treated to
"Well?"
mescal and maize cakes, which were excellent. For several
"I understand that you have just completed a submarine
weeks we hobnobbed with these curious people.
boat, and that with it you intend to take a trip to some
"Then one day a great change came. One of the high distant and· unexplored part of the world."
priests took it into his head that we had been long enough
Frank nodded his head.
in the high esteem of the people, and fearful that they
"I have just finished the Nautilus," he said, "and with
would accept us as gods, to the damage of his idols, he re- it I believG that I can penetrate to almost submarine depth."
solved to put us where we could do no harm.
"Wonderful."
"The way he proceeded to turn the people against us was
"And it is true that I intend to take a submarine trip with
unique. He built great feast fires upon the temple wall her."
and claimed that his god, Quetzal, came to him in smoke and
"Not content in sailing the air in your wonderful air-ship,
you now propose to descend to ocean depths."
demanded the white men as sacrifices.
"This settled our fate at once.
We were seized and
"Exactly."
thrown into dungeons. Of all the crew of the Esther, Dick
"Have you decided to what part of the world you will
Harkwell, the mate, and myself, were the only ones to go?"
"No."
escape.
"Each day one of the prisoners was taken out and sacri"IIave you any mission to perform?"

TilE MISSING ISLAND.
" one."
negro, readily. "He am jes' waitin' fo' yo' to come along
"Then," exclaimed Gray, eagerly, "why not go with me and put him to wo'k, sah."
upon a oyage to the Aztec Islands?"
"All right," laughed Frank. "We'll fix him."
Frank was silent a moment.
Then they passed through the gate.
•
Then he said :
<'That looks like a capital idea, but--"
"What?"
"Why need a submarine boat be employed? Why will
not something el e do just as well? A ship, for instance?"·

CHAPTER II.

"Ah, but wait until I have explained," declared Gray.
"There is an ample and wonder.ful field for submarine work.
Know that the whole bed of the ocean between the Aztec

THE NAUTILUS.

One might as well have attempted to profane the sanctity

Isles and the mainland was once above the water and peopled of the Holy of Holies in a 1-Iindoo mosque as to gain admiswith a powerful race. There remain yet buried under bun- sion without a card from Frank Reade, Jr., to the inner
dreds of fathoms by some mighty revulsion their cities and works of the Reade machine shops.
Pomp, the faithful negro, was sure to be on guard at the
towns. Why not explore them?"
outer
gate, while in the inner yard one would certainly enFrank brought his hand down forcibly upon the table.
"I will do it!" he cried.

counter Barney O'Shea, a shock-headed, cmnical-mugged
son of Erin's Isle.

Gray gave a cry of joy.
These two servants of the young inventor had long been
"Then I have gained the object of my visit here to-day!"
in his employ and accompanied him wherever he went upon
he said.
his travels.
"What!" exclaimed Frank. "Was this what brought you
They were jolly as could be, and faithful to their duties.
here to sec me?"
Pomp was a capital cook and man of all work, and Bar"YEs," replied Gray. "I read in the newspapers that you
ney was a skilled electrician.
had just finisheCl your submarine boat. It occurred to me
They were naturally the warmest of friends, but proverbthat if I could enlist you in my scheme success would be cerially fond of nagging each other.
tain. So I came on to Rcadestown at once to see you. I
As Frank passed into the inner yard with his guest there
will now telegraph my friend Harkwell of my success." .
was Barney all in readiness.
"Wait," said Frank, putting a hand upon his arm.
"Begon·a, Misther Frank, an' did yez come in: here
"Would you not like to sec the new boat?"
widout iver foindin' th at careless naygur at his post?" cried
"Very much indeed."
Barney.
"Then come with me."
"Oh, no, Barney," replied Frank. "Pomp was on hand
Fnnk opened the door, and Denver Gray followed him and seemed alarmed lest you should not be."
out.
Barney sco'W led.
I

They were now in the office of the great machine works
"Bad cess to his black shkin for thryin' to give me a bad
in Readestown, where Frank Reade, Jr., manufactured his name to yez !" he growled. "The foist toime I git behoind
machines.
his back may the divil sphare' him, fer I won't !"
It is hardly necessary to explain to the reader that
Frank and Gray ll'mghed.
Readcstown was the home of the ancestors of the famous in"Evidently they are a little out with each other," said
ventor, whose father was famous before him, and that it Gray.
was a smart, thriving lii.He city.

"Pshaw! that is only the.ir way of joking," said Frank.

Denver Gray followed Frank out into the high-walled "Well, let us go on."
yard, and approached an inner gate.
Barney opened the inner door, and Gray beheld a surA diminutive dmky appeared, wilh a comical grin which prising sight.
showed a gleaming double row of ivories.
Here, within high brick walls, was a mighty and deep
"Open the gate, Pomp," said Frank, authoritatively. basin of water.
"Where is Barney?"
In it floated tl1e new triumph of the inventorls brain,
"Dat I 'ish loafer am in de nex' yard, sah," replied the the submarine bpat, the Nautilus.

THE MISSING ISLAND.
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'l'ruly it was a wonderful craft to look upon.
Frank stood upon the plank landing and pointed out its
many excellent lines above the water.
In outline it resembled much one of the famous racing
yachts, ave that it was broader abeam.
Above the water line and guarding the deck was a handrail extending fore and aft.
The cabin was long and half cylindrical in shape as seen
above the deck. In it were glass windows and dead-eyes.
The material of the yacht, as Frank explained, was all
of tough, but thinly rolled steel.
Aft was the huge pneumatic reservoir of water which regulatcd the rising or descent of the boat.
Above the cabin was a small hurricane deck inclosed in
heaviest plate glass and wire netting. Forward of this was
the pilot house.
And in this was a powerful submarine electric searchlight
capable of dispelling the darkness of the ocean depths for
fully half a mile.
Practically this was the sum total of the outward interesting features of the N au til us.
"Now we will go aboard," said Frank.
A plank shot out, and the visitors walked aboard the
submarine craft.
They passed through two hermetical doors and a vestibule
arranged with a number of air valves which will be described
in full later.
Into the cabin of the Nautilus the two men passed.
Frank touched a spring and it was instantly dazzlingly
ablaze with electric light.
"What can beat this?" he asked.
Gray gazod a moment spellbound, and then said :

Gray, which will be call d to the attention of the reader
later in lhe story.
Gray said but little until alter the entire round of the
boat had been made.
'l'hen he said :
"Only one point is unexplainable to me, Frank."
"What is lhat ?" a ked the young invenLor.
"When under water where do you rret all the air necessary
to sustain life and keep this pn umatic machinery in trim?"
"I will explain that easily," said Frank, with a laugh.
"Do you see these small tubes which occur at intervals of a
few feet all along the cabin wall?"
"Yes. "
"Well, those are governed by valves connected with an
immense chemical air generator in the. hold. As fast as the
pure air is manufacturcu the gases are attracted and destrayed, so that, while living under water, we are breathing
the purest of air."
This settled all doubt in Gray's mincl.
A fe-w moments later they had left the boat and were
again in the yard.
"How soon shall we start, Frank?" he asked.
"I am ready now."
"So am I."
"Then let us put it Thursday of this week.''
"It hall be so. I will go al once and telegraph Harkwell."
"'I'hen our crew will consist of five?"
"Yes."
"Very good. Be sure and be on hand Thursday."
"I will do so. "
That night the train took Gray out of Readestown on his
way to Baltimore.
In due time he reached that city and went at once to a
hotel.

"Nothing on earth!"
Truly the cabin was a picture of rare luxury and costliness. The furnishings and drapings were fit for a palace.
Then he called a messenger and sent him out after Dick
Into the staterooms they next went. These were elegantly Harkwell.
E.tted up.
Gray had not long to wait.
Then came ihe gun-room ·and the scientific room. The
The door opened and the first mate of the Esther stood
electrical engine-room where the motive power of the boat before him.
was obtained.
I n personal appearance Ilarkwell was by no meam preIt was driven by twin screws operated by electrical en- possessing.
gines. The tank which regulated the rising and sinking
He was tall and brawny, with a dark, scowling cast of
of the boat worked by pneumatic pressure.
features.
When water filled the tank the boat sank. When it was
IT e barely nodded as he entered.

"Well,
expelled by pneumatic pressure the boat would rise.
Then the cook's galley was visited. H ere Pomp concocted
"Wbat
the daintiest and most appetizing of dishes.
"Why,
There were many other wonderful things witnessed by boat, and

Dick," said Gray, gayly; "I have made the hit."
hit?" asked the other, tersely.
I have seen Frank Reade, Jr., and his submarine
have enlisted them both."
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"Oh, you have?" said IIarkweli, with some show o:f interest. ''When are we going to start?"
"Thursday of i.his week."
"All right," and the mate's eyes glistened greedily.
'"l'here ought to be a big fortune for us out there, Gray, if
we can kill off those Aztecs and get their gold."
"Kill them off?"
"Yes."
"What for?"
"Why; aren't you stupid! How can we get their gold if
not?"
"Why, barter :for it," said Gray.
Harkwell laughed coarsely.
"Mighty little I'll barter," he declared; "but we'll settle
that later. 'fherc's only one bad feature in taking this man
Reade along."
"One bad feature?"
~
"Yes."
"For mercy's sake ! what is that?"
"We'll have to divide with him and his gang."
Gray looked at his companion hard. 'l'his sentiment of
utter selfishness sickened him.
"For mercy's sake, what has come over you, Harkwell ?"
he exclaimed in surprise. "I can't make you out."
.
"Can't you?" laughed the other, coarsely. "Well, don't
try. But never mind. We'll wait until we get the gold
:first. I'll be on hand Thursday."
After Harkwell had gone, Gray spent some time in reverie.
"That Harkwell is a queer fellow," he muttered. "I
almost wish he was not going, after all."
The news of Frank Reade, Jr.'s projected trip leaked out,
and speedily traveled from one end of the country to the
other.
Everybody was at once. interested, and accounts were
eagerly waited for.
Of course such a thing as ·a trip in the Pacific in a submarine boat was quite an unusual thing, and must needs
attract attention.
Meanwhile Denver Gray made all preparations for the
voyage which he deemed necessary.
Rarkwell became more congenial, and seemed to enter
somewhat more kindly into the scheme.
Nobody could be more confident than Gray that a fortune
might be reaped in the Aztec Islands.
"I tell you it is there!" he declared; "to open up a profitable tl·ade 'With those islands is to establish a sure highway
to great wealth."
But Harkwell only smiled evilly and said:
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"Pshaw! That is all folly when you can have all that
same wealth for the simple taking of it."
"I certainly should not lend myself to such an act of
piracy!" declared Gray, "and I don't believe Frank Reade,
Jr., would, either."
But Harkwell only smiled in a sinister way.
At length the day set for the start came.
It proved to be a propitious one, and a large crowd were
present to witness the departure of the subma.rine boat.
Frank Reade, Jr., met Gray and Harkwell at the train
and conducted them to his house.
There a rich dinner was partaken of and then all repaired
to the yard wl1ere the boat was.
A loud cheer greeted Frank as he drove through the streets
of Readestown.
"Our project claims the interest of the majority of the
people in this country!" cried Gray; "and I hope it will
succeed."
"So do I," declared Frank.
But Harkwell's eyes gleamed, and he smiled in a strange
w y.

CHAPTER III.
ON THE WAY.

No cloubt the reader is wondering how the start was to
be made from the machine works in the submarine boat.
A word of explanation.
Of course the N au til us could not proceed without water, and of that there was plenty, however.
The . immense tanlc in which she rested was connected
with a deep canal and a series of locks, which led down to
the river.
From thence the river was navigable to the sea.
So when the voyagers had gone aboard the Nautilus, and
all was in readiness, th'e gate to the canal was opened.
The wa.ter rushed into the lock, and the Nautilus entered.
Soon she was in the canal, and later shot into the river.
Thousands of people lined the river banks and cheered
her. The voyagers all appeared on the deck and waved their
caps in recognition.
The Nautilus gliled along through the water as buoyant
as a canoe. Frank saw that the people observed this, but
that they were not satisfied.
They wanted to see the boat operated, ~nd be said:
"Into the cabin, all of you. I want to prove to those people that the Nautilus is indeed a submarine boat."
\
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All rushed into the cabin.
Frank stepped into the pilot-house and pressed a spring.
Every door and window was in. tautly scaled hermetically.
Then t,he young inventor turned on the electric switch
which set every electric lamp a.glow.
Next he pressed the lever of the water tank, and mstantly the boat began to sink.
Down she went gracefully to i.hc bed o£ the river.
The depth was not great; scarcely more than forty feet,
but there she rested for _orne time upon the muddy bottom.
Then .Frank raised her and sen if her forward lhrough the
water at a distance hal£ way between the boi.tom and the
surface.
She moved as easily as if upon the surface, and as gracefully as a fish.
The -voyagers felt no jar and experienced no inconvenience. It was a most novel and agreeable sensa-tion.
"By Jove! this is delightful!" declared Denver Gray. "I
enjoy this immensely ! Is it not grand?"
"Goll; ! de N au til us am jus' a dandy an' no mistake!" declm·ed Pomp.
•
"Begorra! yer right fer wanst in yer loife !"cried Barney.
"Huh! don' yo' be so flip, I'ish !" spluttered Pomp.
But liarkwell was silent. He had occupied himself in
stealthily studying the mechanism of the boat.
It wa his purpose, if possible, to gain admittance to
the engine-room and ex11mine the machinery.
He was a machinist by trade himself, and therefore was
more than ordinarily interested.
Frank let the autilus run ahead £or a few hundred
yards. Then he sent her to the surface.
• As she came up like a duck from the dripping depths the
crowd on the banks of the river saw her.
They saw at once that she was a logical triumph and nothing less than what was claimed for her, a submarine boat.
So they made the welkin ring with their hearty cheers.
The Nautilus thus had an enthusiastic send-off.
Frank now delayed no further.
He started the engines at full speed, and the N autil us
shot forward clown the swift current.
She was on her way to the sea.
The great journey wRs begun.
What its outcome was to be only time could tell.
One thing was certain, and this was that the voyagers
dreamed little of what was in store for them.

In due time the ocean was reached, and plowing the waters of the Atlantic, the little submarine boat took a southward course.
0£ course there was no other way but to round Cape
Horn.
The N autih1s, however, was a J'ast traveler and le£t the
miles rapidly behind her.
Frauk had decided i.o keep on the surface the most of the
way. As yet there was no reason for descending to the lower
depths.
The au til us could travel !aster above than below water,
o£ course.
At night the searchlight lit up the sea for two miles ahead
and warned all vessels from her course.
There was something charming in the voyage on the N autilus.
The smart little craft made rapid headway, and the rough
seas did not interfere.
But there were days, while crossing the equator, that the
sea was like a mirror and the moon hung like a silver globe
in the blue ether .
Thrn all lingered upon deck until long past midnight.
Barney was a rich baritone singer and also played an
Iri h fiddle. lie was familiar with legions of quaint melo-

dies of Erin's Isle.
And Pomp contributed his share to the entertainment
fund.
The darky was a rich tenor singer, and played the banjo
as few can.
lie ;;ang plantation mel odie~ galore and danced in the approved breakdown style.
So that, altogether, the first part of the trip of the Nautilus was us jol1y and smooth. as could be wi shed for.
But after the Cape Horn seas had been buffeted and they
were well into the South Pacific, one day Barney, who was
in the pilot-bouse, gave a great cry of alarm.
"Ach, ~fisther Frank, wud yez cum here, sor ?"
The young inventor detected the note of alar~ in Barney's voice, and rushing to the pilot-house, saw the Celt
hanging to the wheel with paJlid face.
"What's the matter, Barney?" asked the young inventor sharply.
"Oh, sor, wucl yez luk at the loikcs av that?"
Frank looked in the direction indicated, which was to the
horizon line, and saw that the Celt's fears were not without
Adventures wild and thrilling. hardsl1ip and privation. foundation.
Above all was a clear and cloudle s sky.
and many strange sights were to be theirs.
But low upon the horizon was a long yellow cloud, belCYW
The start, however, was made in the most joyful of
~pirits.
wh@1 was a line of what looked like white frost.
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Upward toward the zenith the yellow cloud was spreading "Tl!ey are all doomed. They can never take in all that sail
now!"
rapidly.
The young inventor was by no mean so unfamiliar with
"She will go to the bottom."
signs of those latitudes that he did not know what this
" So T think."
meant.
"But we can do no more than warn the witless crew."
He knew well enough that a storm of most savage characBut now a very curious state of affairs was .discovered.
ter was rapidly coming.
The Nautilus had made a lightning-like run, and was
The typhoon of the South Pacific it was which threatened almost within hailing distance of the strange ship.
them.
But not a human being was seen in the shrouds, at the
But at the sight Frank only smiled.
rail, or even upon the deck.
"Pshaw!" he said. "Is that what you are turning pale
Astoni~hecl, the voyagers gazed at the ship.
She was a noble brig, anrl. stood up before the wind boldly.
for, Barney?"
"Shure, Misther Frank, an' it's afther bein' a dreadful Every so1il was spread, and she was making a clear cour~c
sthorm."
through the water.
But nobody could be seen at the wheel, which seemed to be
"Yes; but it cannot hurt us."
•
lashcr1.
"Not so, sor ?"
"Why, of cour e not. "\'i'e have only tu let the boat sink
"Tlwt is more than queer," muttered Gray. "Where are
to the bottom. .Not the slightest eLrect of the storm can be her crew? Can they all be nslcep ?"
"If FO, it is time to wake them up!" said Frank Reade,
felt there!"
Jr. "Run the Nautilus alongside, Barney."
The Gelt looked foolish.
The Celt proceeded to obey.
"I niver thought av that, sor !'' he declared. "Shure,
The ship had been hailed repeatedly, but no answer
it was very funny, indadc. But I thought I wud call yure
had been returned. 1 It seemed most queer, and Frank was
attintion--"
resolved to solve the mystery.
"Which \\'Us right," said Frank. "We will be on onr
There was but one way to do this, and he accepted it.
guard. But what is that to the eastward?"
As the N au til us ran alongside, Frank grasped a swinging
"Shur, .or, it looks loikc a wl1ite sail."
rope, and went over the rail and aboard the mysterious
"A sail!" exclaimed Frank. "That ship 1s m deadly
ship.
peril unless she gets under bare poles at once!"
The vessel: however, seemed to stand up to the wind with
.,. all canvas spread. As yet no effort had been made to take
1t in.
CHAPTER IV.
Frank continued to watch the strange vessel with ~larm.
"Mercy on u~ !"he exclaimed. "Why don't they sec their
THE PLAGUE SHI P.
danger?"

"It must be, sor, that they niver saw a sthorm av the

As Frank went over the rail he was followed by Gray.
koind afore," ventured Barney.
Tcgether they stood upon the deck of the strange ship.
"It may be so, but it hardly seems possible!" declared One moment they l1esi!atcd, both impressed with the same
Frank. "If not, I think we ought to warn them!"
peculiar sensation.
"Something ought to be done, Frank," said Denver Gray.
There was a certain unearthly stillness, a sense o£ utter
___ "They evidently arc blind to the awful peril."
desertion aboard the vessel that one experienced an uncanny
"Then let us go over an 3 give them warning," declared feeling.
Frank.
"Ugh!" exclaimed Gray, "the vessel cannot be abanBarney quickly set the course of the submarine boat.
doned, can it, Frank? There don't seem to be anybody
Acro3s the white-capped waves she sped.
aboard."
'l'he strange ship did not make a m·ove to change her can"Impossible!" exclaimed the young inventor. " Don't
vas, in 8pite of the fact that the storm was close at hand.
you sec the sails are all set? They must be in t he cabin."
Higher into the zenith the yellow clouds were ranging.
Then Prank lifted his voice and shouted vociferously :
"\\'hat can Lhey be thinking o£ ?" cried Gray, feverishly.
"Ahoy, the ship !"
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Again and again he repeated the hail, but no answer came, Captain Clark overboard to join the rest of the crew of
no blue-jacket crew came rushing from the forecastle--no twenty-one, who have all perished by this dread disease.
officer came from the cabin.
"God alone knows what my chances are. Hour by hour I
Astounded, the young inventor took a stride aft.
This brought him in view of the wl1eel, and there at its
foot he saw the form of a man recumbent.
"Asleep!" he gasped. "Well, he must be a sound
sleeper !"

feel the awful sickness enchaining me, and I am powerless
to resist it. At least I will remain above Lhc deck and at the
wheel. Strange that we meet no friendly sail. God rest
•the poor souls who have fallen victims to this awful pestilence. Our Father, help me in my extremity. I see only

He moved forward with the impulse to rouse him. But as death before me. But lot it come. My nerves shall be steel,
and I will die as a brave man should. Farewell."
he did so, he involuntarily drew back again.
"My God!" he gasped; "he is dead!"
Frank read this aloud. Gray was now by his side.
"Dead?" ejaculated Gray.
"Honible !" groaned the explorer. "Whai a dreadful
There was no doubt of this. The man's swollen features
and sallow hue, with the vacant eyeballs, showed that he was fate!"
A few steps further, upon a couch, lay the corpse of the
truly dead.
,
mate. The two adventurers turned and fled up the stairWhat was more, upon his face were strange pustules, evidences of the true cause of death.
way.
In. the open air they revived.
"Heavens!" gasped Frank. "It is small-pox !"
"Mercy on us !" gasped Gray. "I thought I should .faint.
Both men recoiled.
Eh, Frank "
"Are you not afraid of the contagion?" asked Gray. "I
"The sam ," replied the young inventor. "It is the
am not. I have been exposed to it before."
most dreadful case I ever heard of."
"I fear it not," said Frank. "Let us see if any other poor
"And this ship- - "
souls are on board, and if any are alive."
"Must go to her doom, for there is no crew to sail her!"
So both turned toward the cabin. At the gangpla.n k they
"It seems a pity."
halted.
"And yet-how could the pestilenc ever be driven from
An unbearable odor came from below. It was terrible to her? Who would come aboard her now and steer her to a
think of entering that cabin.
port of safety and risk the plague?
"A veritable plague ship !" gasped Gray. "We risk our cargo?"
lives in staying here, !rank."
"Can it be that that poor fellow at the wheel was the
only survivor, and that all have been wiped out of existence?" exclaimed Frank.
"I believe that is the truth," declared Gray, "and I
wouldn't go down into that cabin."
"But what if some poor soul is down there who needs
help?"
"If ao, then he will answer us. Shout down to him."
Frank complied with this, but no answer came back.
The young inventor hesitated but a moment, and then descended the stairs. It was risking infection, but he did not
think of that.

Down he went, and stood beneath the skylights.
There was the cabin table, and upon it was an open book.
A legible hand hac1 traced an entry upon the page.
Thus it read:
"To-day Page, the mate, died of tlw terrible plague. He
is the 1ast save me. Only yesterda;o- we threw the body of

Of what value is the

'"rruc," agreed Gray; "but~Heaven help us! Look at
that, Frank !"
The yellow cloud had passed the zenith and overspread the
sky by two-thirds.
The air was growing strangely dark, and the distant thunder of the storm came booming over the heaving sea.
Far away a wall or white was seen racing across the ocean.
It was the dreaded tidal wave.
"Let us get out of here a quickly as possible," said Gray.
"We have no time to lose. H that wave overtakes us we
are lost !"
"Right!" cried Frank "Back to the autilus !"
Back to the deck of the submarine boat they sprang. Into
the cabin they rushed.
Frank's first move was to enter the medicinal cloaet where
he kept a sulphuric disinfectant.
'I'his both he and G;ay indulged in liberally, both externally !lnd internally. It was a positive safeguard.
Mca-cwhile, Pomp haft cast loose from the plague ship,
which was now half a mile astern.
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The tempest was likely to strike i~ first, so when Fnmk
'l'here was no doubt but that his jaw had suffered, fo r
blood was seen in the water, and he drifted far astern.
came up into the pilot-house he took the wheel and said:
"If possible I want to see how that ship will take the
The closest shave the Nautilus experienced was when it
• 15torm."
ran plump into the arms of a tremendous cuttlefish.
"That is right," said Gray, eagerly.

"Alas, I fear she

This mon ter: had arms fully forty feet in length and at
once
enfolded the bow of the boat.
will go down."
That it might have done serious harm was certain bad not
Harkwell stood near watching the scene silently. He
Frank
Reade, Jr., acted promptly.
made no comment.
Pomp was at the 'Wheel at the time, and yelled:
Suddenly a cloud seemed to swoop down upon the brig.
"Golly fo' glory, Marse Frank. We am done cotched fo'
One moment she bent before it, then, louder than thc
Cum as fast as yo' kin!"
suah.
blast, came a report like a cannon.

,

Frank was instantly at the wheel. He acted quickly.
Her mainmast was swept by the ,quarter. With it went
Dmwing the boat back as far as possible, he put on all the
the fore, and the hulk, whirling about, was also stripped of
power of .the engines, and rammed the cyclops of the deep.
the mizzen.
The ram cleft the monster's head and evidently reached a
High up in the arms of the storm the dismantled ship was
vital part, for it succumbed.
carried for one moment and then lost to sight.
Again, the boat was running at full speed one day, when
Then, and not a moment too soon, Frank pressed the elecBarney suddenly saw what looked like tons of rock falling
tric key.
An immense wave rolled over the Nautilus . . Had she been from above.
:ije instantly reversed the engines, and yelled for Frank.
other ihan a submar ine boat, that moment would have been
her last.
The young inventor instantly saw what was the matter.
But that wave had little effect upon her save to jar her
The rocks above were not falling, but absolutely stationsomewhat. A momel!.t more and she was under the waves ary, being nothing more nor less than the roof of a. submaand safe from harm.
rine cavern in which they had nm.
Down she went until the motion of the storm could be felt
''By Jupiter!" exclaimed Gray, as this announcement
was made. "We don't want to get too deep into this place,
no longer.
Then Frank set the course to the northward and ran on or we'll never find our way out."
"You are right," agreed F;ank.
under the sea.
While the awful storm was raging above, the N au til us moth cave of the deep sea."

"It is a literal mam-

But they had no trouble in finding their way out of the
was making good headway.
place.
Below, in plain sight, was the bed of the ocean.
Still northward the N au til us kept, until on~ day Frank
And many wonderful sights were there revealed.
As Gray anrl Harkwell were novices, they occupied their pulled ont his charts, and he and Gray began to study them.
time in studying them.
"We ought to be not far from the Aztec I sles now!" deGreat forests of submarine plants floated beneath, among clared Gray. "But tliey are not on this chart."
the branches of which strange fish lurked.
There were coral caves and grottos, plains of white sand,
deep valleys anu mountains, and all sorts o.l sea monsters.
CHAPTER V.
Occasionally some one of these would follow the boat,
and even come up to the plate glass windows and appear to
THE AZTEC ISLES.
be looking in upon the occupants in curiosity.
Shf.lrks frequently followed the Nautilus for a long wav,
"Nor any other," replied Frank. " It is very strange that
and one day one of them ventured an attack on the boat.
He made a tremen<ious whirl under the N autil us and they have never been charted."
•' On the Ceftrary, it is not at all to be wondered at," uc~
charged upward.
'l'here was a shock as its heavy jaws struck the steel keel clared Gray.
of the boat. But no harm was done, and Mr. Shark did not
repeat th e attack.

"And why?"
"For the fact that they are entirely out of the course o£
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any line of wssels. It is not one vessel in ten thousand
that ·IYoulcl crui"e in those waters and stumble upon them ."
'·And why not, pray?"

"But where is all the gold you've told about?" sneered
I-Iarkwell. "I expected to fmcl the beach paved with it."
"You had no right to expect such a thing," replied Gray,

"For the reason that nothing ever draws vessels into that tartly; "but the gold is not the only consideration of this •
part of the ocean. They go all around it."

trip."

''That is very odd," declared. Frank. "However, I will
not dispute you. But I am very anxious to see those isles."
"And see them you shall," declared Gra.y.

"That is evident/' sneered IIarkwell.
Quite a number o£ the native canoes were now within
s~eaking

"You are confident we shall find t:Um ?"

distance.

Tl1eir occupants were genuine types of Aztecs, as Gray

"Certainly."

had declared. It was like stepping back into the ancient
"All right," .said Franl<, with a laugh. "It will be veri- history of the day of Cortes and the Spanish invasion.

fyi~ a literal fairy story."
"Let me see if I can speak a few words to them," said
Then they went on deck. Gray had a glass and kept scan- Gray. "I used to know a little of the Aztec tongue."
ning the horizon.
So Gray hailed a number of the boats which drew nearer.
"We ought to be nearly in sight of them," he declared, 'rhen he carried on a broken conversation with them.
"but there is a slight haze. Ah !"
J<.,rom them he learned that no white man had visited the
He brought his glass to a focus, studied the horizon a island since his leave-taking some years previous.
moment, and then shouted :
The Aztecs appeared to be very friendly, and while Gray
"Two points to starboard, BaTney, and then dead allead." was conversing, a large pirogue pllt out from the shore, and
Frank was instantly by his side.
"Then you have sighted them?" he asked.
"Yes.

Take a squint off the bow there.

rowed quite close io the Nautilus.
Follow the sea

up to the line. What do you see?"
"Land."
"Right. You will soon behold the wonderful islands."
All the voyagers were in a state of most intense excitement now. They all crowded to the rail.

Beneath a ilken awning sat a richly robed' heathen, who
seemed greatly interestecl in the new visitors.

·A salute was exchanged, and then a spokesman in ·the
bow of the pirogue hailed the N au til us.
Gray answered him.
The explorer had but a scant knowledge of the Aztec

tongue.
Watch was kept of the rapidly growing coast line.
As they drew nearer, severftl detached islands of the small
But as he said, he had been long enough upon the island
archipelago were seen.
to acquire a smattering, which was of great service now.
But Gray pointed to.the largest and central one>saying :
"That is the inhabited island.

After exchanging words with the Aztec spokesman for

The others, according to some time, Gray turned to Frank and said:

the Aztecs, are all in the possession of the fire god, who
will some day relegate them to the bottom of the sea. "

"Here is the best of luck. The old king is dead, and he is
succeeded by this young Prince Hualpi. He expresses him-

The N aurilus was now making marvelous speed in calm self in a friendly way, and as ures us that 'We are welcome
water.
to Matatlan, which is the name of the kingdom."
Every moment the Aztec Island grew plainer to view.

"'I'hat is goodnews," declared Frank. "Let us make the
best
of it."
Then mddenly a little harbor was seen which Gray point"We will make friends with these people?"
ed to ancl cried :
"Certainly."
"Make anchorage in there. It is a safe harbor.''
Numberless small boats were seen upon the limpid waters
of the bay as the N au til us glided in.

"And go ashore, also.

Of course there will be some risl -- -

But so long as we keep on the right side of the priests I

The appearance of the submarine boat seemed to act as a think we will be safe."
magnet to these.

"Let us try it."

They instantly in a great body flocked toward her.

"All right."

"How is it?" asked Frank.

So Gra replied to the Aztec spokesman to ·this effect :

fellows

"Are we safe to allow these

to come near us?"

"We accept of the hospitality o£ your great n1ler and will

"They cannot harm us while on the water," declared visit your kingdom. We extend you in return an invitation
Gray. "It is only on land that we n eed fear them."

to come aboard our boat."
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" .T here is no danger," he cried. "Our boat goes under
To the surprise of all, the Prince of Matatlan accepted
water just as well as above."
this invitation.
Prince Hualpi was dazed.
His pirogue was brought alongside the Nautilus.
Then, with a nimble leap, he 'Was on the deck. H e extend"I a.m dreaming," he declared. "You are not human heed both hands to Frank and Gray and bowed low to the deck. ings after all, but gods from out of the west. Then you
Then he m ]e a signal to the sun, ~nd said something in know Qw~tzal, the -God of Love?"
the Aztec language which Gray was barely able to interpret.
"You are wrong," disclaimed Gray. "We are not gods.
"Ho says he thinks that we arc his brothers foreveT, and All this you see is easil.):' explained and due to natnral
causes. "
the Seal of the Holy Sun is upon us," said Gray.
"Good enough," replied Frank. "Say any good thing in
It was difficult to convey this idea to the prince in the
return that you please."
::\fatatlan tongue.
Gray smiled at this carte blancl1e, but said:
But Gray succeeded very well, though Hualpi was not
"Greai Prince of the Sun, you are our brother, and we convinced.
have come from over the g1•eat sea to pay yo1.1 our homage.
Now that his superstitions mind was assured that he was
We shall be friends eternal."
in the hands of men allied to the gods, he felt safe.
Prince Hualpi was immensely pleased with tlus statement,
He looked out upon the bed of the ocean and saw the wonand at once r12laxed his· dignity, became very affable, and ders of the searchlight all in a rational manner.
Then he .flung himself at Frank Reade, Jr.'s feet and
chattering like a magpie.
kissed the cabin floor.
'l'wo of his attendants walked closely behind him.
Frank threw open the door of the cabin and all entered.
"I worship you, for you are a god,'; he declared ; "the
'I'he prince stood a. moment as if spellbound.
mighty god of the sea."
Evidently the beautiful .furnishings of the cabin were a.
It was no use to try to disabuse the monarch's mind of
revelation to him.
this impression. Gray saw this at once, so he said to Frank:
He acted like one in a dreilm.
"Let it go at that. I£ they want to think us gods, let
Very cautiously Frank and Gray proceeded to show l1im them. It will give us added power over them."
"Unless it raises trouble with their priests," said Frank.
over the Nautilus.
"We must trust to luck for that."
From one cabin to another they went, Prince Hualpi still
speechless, until the engine-room was reached.
For some while the N au til us remained under the water.
Here the electric machinery completely bewildered l1im. l.,rince Hualpi was charmed.
It was utterly usele s to attempt to explain this to him.
Then it was announced that they would go again to the
I
He passed a hand across his brow, and shook his head surface. Hualpi nodded his head in a pleased manner.
~lowly. It was all a puzzle.
Accordingly Barney was about to open the tank lever,
Then Frank winked to Gray.
when a startling cry arrested him.
The latter looked out, and saw that the pirogue had reDown upon the deck of the N au til us came a number of
tired some yards from the Nautilus.
naked form s.
The latter's deck was clear, a.nd Frank said sharply to
They were Aztec divers, who believed that tMir monarch
Barney:
was sunk forever when the N au til us went down, and had
''Press key 42, and reverse lever No. 10."
dived to this tremendou~ depth to see about it.
"All roight, sor."
It was a wonderful f.eat.
The Celt qui ckly obeyed.
One instant they were able to remain. Then their bodies
Key 42 hermetically s.ealed the doors and windows. were seen shooting upward through the limpid waters.
Le ;er No. 10 was the tank lever.
Instantly the boat sank. Down below the surface it went.
Then there was a brief transition, and electric lights
CHAPTER VI.
glared brightly upon the scene.
I
A GRAND RECEPTION.
A cry of momentary alarm escaped Prince Hualpi, and
The Nautilus was now sent quickly to the surface.
his attendants clo eel about him, and drew their daggers.
Indeed, it got there almost as quickly as the di'ver:1, and
But Gray spoke words o.f reassurance in the Matatlan
one of them was lifted up. on the deck.
tongue, and the fears of the heathens subsided.
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'l'he little harbor was literally :filled with small boats
<~There ! What did I tell you ! II ere i a chance .for a
wbich had flocked to the spot.
submarine exploration."
".And a good one," agreed Frank; "there is good work
The reappearance of the Nautilus was an astounding
ahead
for us."
thing to the .Aztecs, but when the cabin door opened and
"I believe i~."
their prince stepped out to view safe and sound, they yelled
The N au tilus now :floated in tl1e inland Sia.
like veritable :fiends with joy.
To the cast was a low, level expanse o.£ plain extending to
Prince Hualpi was loath to leave bis new, god-like acquaintances, and insisted that they should visit bi;; palace. the ba e of the mountain.
Upon tbis was the .Aztec city.
<~You are the guests of Mat atllm," he declared. ".All the
It presented an interesting and picturesque appearance
country shall pay you. worship."
shall we do?" asked Gray. "Shall we visit the. to the 1voyagers. They regarded it with intere t.
The buildings were all o.f immen c size and a peculiar
.Aztec city?"
style of architecture, which in itself was grand.
"By all means," agreed Frank.
They were built of stone and a composite-like brick. The
So the intention was revealed to Prince Hualpi, who
streets, however, were angular and narrow .
• called a boatman from the crowd and gaYe him orders.
.As horses and ca.rriages were unknown among these peoThen he pointed. to the bigh mountain peak near tbis
ple, this could easily be understood.
part of the bay and said:
But into the waters of the lake or inland sea there were
"Yonder is l\fatatlan. He will guide you to my palace."
built magnificent quays.
Then the pirogue was rowed rapidly aw&y. The boatman
Here were legions of picturesque boats and canoes.
stood upon the deck of the Nautilus.
~ great throng of people were upon the quays as the N auFrom him Gray managed to learn that upon the other side til us drew nearer.
of the mountain was a great inland sea.
The submarine boat came up to the very verge of the c
It was upon the shores of this, at the base of the moun- landings of tone and anchored.
_
tain, that the .Aztec city was located.
,Then a gang ladder was put out, and. Frank said :
There was a narrow passage between high cliffs which con"Barney and Pomp, you may remain aboard until we
nected this with the bay and the ocean.
return. Keep a weather eye open. Come, my :f_riends, let
<~What

Through this passage the submarine boat must proceed. us pay onr visit to Hualpi now."
The entrance to this passage could not at once be seen.
Gray and Harkwell were ready.
But the boatman indicated with his hand the direction
The latter was now much more agreeable, and seemed
t o take, and the Nautilus glided forward.
even quite in a pleasant mood.
Soon they were between bigh walls of basalt, which rose
The people all fell back as the strange visitors landed.
:for hundreds of feet upon either ide.
Then down with a rush came a mammoth and richly
Through tbis for nearly a mile they slowly made their draped palanquin, the private property of the prince.
way.
Twenty men carried the handles of this carriage, and the
Behind tl}em the pa.Bsage was literally choked with the three visitors rode with ease upon the silken cushions.
boats of the excited and curious people.
Through the narrow streets they were carried with ha tc.
But after a time the mountain wall lowered, the passage
~he great crowd kept respectfully in the rear. For this
broadened, and the inland sea was seen.
the voyagers were extremely glad.
This made the .Aztec Isle almost an atoll, and Gray gazed
Soon they emerged into a plaza or mighty square. In the
upon the scene in literal smprise.
center of this was a huge building without walls, but sup,
"This was not so. ported on pillars.
"Why, that is odd," he declared.
When I was here it was a vast plain."
Beneath the mighty roof was a dais of white marble, and
To make sure he asked the boatman, who smiled and re- upon this a great throne was raised.
1
plied:
.A crowd of richly dressed .Aztecs thronged the steps to
" Our priests refused to sacrifice to the. Sea God, and he this.
There were lines of .Aztec soldiers and guards with shinmade the plain sink. Many towns lie buried there."
Frank looked interested.
ing shields and long lances.
Gr:.~y turned and said :
Upon the throne sat Prince Hualpi bimself.
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The voyagers descended from the palanquin.
Then a peculiar kind of wine wa brought to act as a reiThey were led up the marble steps and to the foot of the ish. After this the king aro e.
throne.
"You shall see the temples of Quetzal," he said. "We are
All three made

!1

low obeisance.

ruled by the God of Love. Quetzal is our god."

Then IIualpi inclined his head and motioned them to
seats at his right.

The three voyagers did not demur.
Frank and Gray' had keenly enjoyed themselves, and re-

The line of guards fell back, som trumpeters began to garded their host as at least a royal entertainer, even if he
play a strange, wild music, and then rich rugs were strewn was a heathen.
UIJun the marble floor.
Out upon the e there flitted a score of Aztec girls.
They were graceful in form and willowy in motion.

But Harkwell's avaricious seul had not been idle.
His keen, selfish gaze had wandered from one object of
value to another, with the sole purpose of, if possible, con-

The dance which they executed would have done credit verting it to his own use.
to the sultan's court.
J'If I don't whack a fortune out of this scrape then I'm
"By Jove, that is grand !" cried Gray.
Frank? Thi is equal to the OricnL"
"Fully," replied the young inventor.

"What say you, a fool," he muttered. "It shall come."
Leaving the banquet hall the party crossed a paved court
which was alive with tinkling fountains and beautiful with

But the words had barely left his lips when the dance tropical flowers.
The air was odorous and sweet.
was over.
They pas~M through this and came to a door between
Almost instantly there leaped forth a score of lithe and
high pillars.
handsome youths.
Here in a niche was ~ gigantic statue. It was an idol.
They dane din equally as fantastic a way as the girls and
Hualpi knelt and kissed its inanimate foot, murmuring a
then vanished. Now came a. change.
Two snake c]Jarmcrs came on the Rcene.

brief prayer.

•

Then he threw open the door.
They handl d the mighty python and the deadly water
The voyagers gave a mighty start as a hot blast of air
adder with impunity. A£ter them came two wrestling
smote their faces.
giants.
They saw an inner paved court. In the center of this was
These were marvel of skill and strength. The Americans
an aperture, and from the depths there shot up a column
held their breath with interest.
Finally one of them managed to give the other a fall. H e of flame.
1
was loudly cheered and given a golden cup. ·
"This is the eternal fire of Quetzal," exclaimed Hualpi.
After this there was a conte t with lances and with battle "So long as this is kept burning so long will our people hold
clubs. Then there was a blare of trumpets, the guard swung his love."
011t in line and cleared the dais.
The reception was over.

Far beneath the pavement the voyagers now saw what
.looked like a legion of blackened imps ·casting wood and

IIualpi flung off his robes and came rushing down the coal upon the eternal fire.
"Humph!" muttered Harkwell. "What eternal, superstisteps of the throne.
Like a veritable schoolboy he embraced his visitors. Then tious fools these people are !"
•
he plucked each by the sleeve and adjured them to follow
IInalpi led them from the court of Eternal Fire through
a long passage which led into a mighty high-roofed struchim.
ture.
__.. ~ otbing loth they complied.
This was the temple.
Across a court from the dais they entered a more sumptuA long and heavy curtain of a stuff like silk was lifted,
ously furnished structure. Thi_ was the palace.
and the voyagers stood in the presence of the Aztec god.
Upon either hand well-trained servants stood.
Quetzal was before them.
In the center of a richly draped hall was a banquet table.
Upon this were smoking viands.

The mighty statue of stone which reared its ugly form

The odor was rich and wholesome, and, seated right and before them typified the deity of the Matatlans.
About the idol's neck was a ring of metal in which was
left of the Aztec king they did justice to as fine a meal as
set diamonds as large as pigeons' eggs.
any of them had ever tasted.
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The pedestal and steps were of solid gold. The crown
upon the head of the idol was studded with precious stones.
Upon a small dais in front of the idol was a golden pedestal. Upon this rested a glittering diamond larger than the
celebrated Kohinoor.
Spellbound the adventurers gazed upon this wonderful
spectacle.
"Whew !" exclaimed Gray, "there are millions represented here, Frank."
"An immense amount of wealth, certainly," agreed the
young inventor.
Harkwell, ho,vever, had different purposes uppermost in
his scheming brain.

There was always plenty of hot wa.ter, or hot hasty pudding, or something of the kind, which the darky could depend upon for a repelling force.
So Barney never went thither.
But upon the present clay, owing to a good opportunity,
he decided to vary matters a little.
Pomp was somewhat fatigued with excessive work, and
coming out on deck, said:
"I say, I'ish, I'se clar gone tiahed out. Dar amn't no
need ob mah kcepin' guaru, so I'se jes' gwine to turn in
an' git a bit ob sleep. If yo' wants me for anyfing yo' kin
call me."
"All right, naygur," replied Barney. "May yez have
ilegant drames."
Then the Celt snickered in his sleeve as a brilliant idea
CHAPTER VII.
crossed his brain.
"Begorra, if I don't mix things up in that pantry then me
BARNEY AND POM:P HAVE SOME FUN.
name ain't Barney O'Shea," he muttered.
Pomp went below to his ~taieroom.
The Aztec monarch now led his visitors from the temple
Oi course he closed the door behind him and locked it.
·and across another court.
"I don' know for suah but dat trickster ob an I'ishman
'As they were walking along here, just to their right mought cum down hyar. I done fink I lock de do' jes' de
reared the walls of a m~hty build"ing.
same."
This suddenly became alive with white robed forms at
This was a wise precaution.
every window and upon the roof.
But Barney's lay was something quite altogether difterThe strange and dismal sound of a toosin was heard, and ent.
then from each corner of tlw temple fires o£ worship blazed
Barney waited until he COllld hear Pomp's snore eve!\. at
up to the heavens.
that distance. Then he acted.
Instantly the monarch fell upon his knees and murmured
Down into the galley he crept.
a prayer.
It was a remarkably neat and orderly place.
Gray interpreted his next speech as an explanation that
Pomp always kept things in apple-pie order.
this was the daily feast of the Quetzal.
Barney proceeded to change this.
The voyagers were somewhat glad to be led back to the
He placed the labels on the spice cans in opposite places.
royal palace. Here more wine was supped.
On the pepper can he put snleratus, on the mustard can he
Then all three embraced their royal host, and signified put the label red pepper, and so on through the whole list.
their desire to return to the boat.
Then after tipping things all upside clown, and making
It was growing dark, and all felt the necessity for this. things all askew, he proceeued to lay out a nice little surThey had been royally entertained.
prise .
An escort was furnished them and they returned to the
In the after saloon there was a small electric fan, such as
quay.
is sometimes suspended over a table to dispel flies in bot
Here they found things in somewhat of a lively state on weather.
;. -board the Nautilus.
Barney procured this and a long coil of electri{) wire.
Barney and Pomp had taken advantage of Frank's abThe fan he adjusted in the flour barrel in such a way that
sence to have an old-time ruction.
by turning on the current it would literally tear things all
The Celt had long had it in for the darky, and his quick to pieces on the interior of the barrel and throw the flour in
wit was not long in devising a plan for giving ·his friend a cloud high in the air.
a lively rub.
Chuckling thus Barney left the place and went leisurely
It was very seldom that Barney ventured into Pomp's do- on deck, laying the wire along in out-of-sight places and
mains, that is, the cooking galley.
carrving
the electric key in his hand.
'
.
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When, an hour later, after a good nap, Pomp carne out
of his stateroom and up on deck, there was Barney by the
rail, as innocent as you please.
•
"Huh I" reflected the darky. "It am powerful queer he
didn' jes' try fo' to work a snap on me. Guess he am toning
down a bit. Reckon it am a good time fo' me to try it on
him."
But at the moment..the darky could think of no good thing
to work.
"Hab yo' heerd from Marse Frank yit, I'iE'h ?" he asked.
"I have not, naygur," replied Barney, "but I'm afther
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"Huh!" he growled. "I fink I'm gettin' to be a fool.
I reckon I ain't had any:fing to fuddle rnah bra.in, nuther.
Dat am bery queer!"
With this he took down the pepper box.
"I s'pose I'se gwine an' put de saleratus in yer fo' pepper !" he muttered. "I change dat a' right in a lily bit."
So he turned the pepper box upside down.
But instead of saleratus out carne a lot of mustard.
Tl1ere it lay upon the board. The darky took another
look at t.he label, and then sat down heavy in the nearest
chair.

"~{all sakes alibe !" he gasped. "Is I gittin' fo' to be
thinkin' he'll be cornin' soon, an' thin it's some bot supper
he'll be wantin'."
color blind? · Howeber did dem :lings git dar? I clar fo'
This was a pretty broad hjnt, but Pomp was unsuspicious. goodness de debil had bin around yer !"
"Don' yo' fret 'bout clat, chile," he retorted. "I reckon
And at this point it was singular that the darky did not
dis yer coon hab got his eyes open an' jes' knows wha' he am once suspect Barney.

up to."
"Begorra, I'm glad av that!" chuckled the Celt. "It's
not ivery man I iver knew cud say sich a t'ing."
"Did it eber dawn upon yo' intelligence dat yo' amn't de
man s'poscd fo' to know ebcryt'ing ?"
"Divil a bit," retorted Barney; "but I know somethin'
yez don't, an' wud give yer old shoes ter find out."
"Sho! You cain't git mah curiosity aroused one lily
bit, sah," said Pomp, sniffing the air.
"Ph were arc yez goin' ?"
''If yo' keeps yo' eyes on me yo'll see, sah. If yo' don',
wl1y, den, yo' won't. So long."
And down the companionway went the darky to his work.
But Barney chuckled.
"Arrah, an' he's a soft wan to worruk," he muttered.
"It's too dead aisy to put up a job on him. Niver moind,
but won't I have the laugh on him now!"
Then, with the electric key held safely in his hand, Barney crept down the stairway.

The Celt was holding his sides with suppressed laughter.
He knew what was coming now. The darky was superstitious.

He heard Pomp bustling around in the cook room at a
great rate.
The Celt managed to get a little nearer where he could
see the interior of the cook room.
He enjoyed the spectacle for the next few minutes im'Wensely.
Pomp took down his saleratus can and was about to dust
some of it into the dough.
Then his eyes stuck out like moons.
He looked at the label and gasped :
"Fo' massy sakes ! What am I gone an' done? Hab I
jes' put red pepper into dat yer box ob saleratus by mistake?"
He shoo]>: the box again.

to get out.
For a moment the darky's teeth chattered.
"Golly fo' glory, wha' am dat ?" he gasped. "Am it de
ghostises in da t ar barrel?"
'l'he noise continued, and it occurred to Pomp that it
might be a stray rat or mouse.
So he plucked up courage enongh to open the cover of the
barrel and peer in.
Whew !
Ba.rney turnefl on the full force of the 'current then. The
electric fan literally threw the flour to the ceiling of the
galley in a cloud.
Pomp's face was plastered with it; eyes and ears, nose and
mouth were :filled.

Pomp placed the boxes upon the table aJ:Ld studied the
labels.
He could not. understand what it all meant.
And his woolly brain could grasp only one logical superstition.
"Dar am no u~ ta1kin', dis am de work ob sperrits !" he
muttered. "Some ghostises hab done got in yer an' did dis
fing. Ugh!"
He gave a frightened start and glanced around.
Nobody was visible, but ills wool had begun to unkink
just the same.
At this moment a very queer sound carne from Pomp's
right.
It seemed to emanate from the flour barrel, and sounded
very much as if some lively object was in there and wanted
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"Ugh! Ouch! Sabe dis chiic !" yelled the frightened
The others looked surprised, and .Frank Reade, Jr., exclaimed :
darky. "De debil hab got me fo' suah !"
Then he marle a blind dash out of the place.
"What ~o you mean, Harkwcll ?"
Barney tried to get out of the way, but he was not quite
"Can't you guess? Why, confound it, I've made a big
quick enough.
haul!"
The darky saw him, and an instant comprehension of all
With this IIarkwell pulled from his pocket an object and
burst upon him.
The Celt ran shrieking up the cabin stairs.
The Jarky was for a moment insane with anger.
He wiped the flour from his eyes.
Then, with blood in his eyes, he started up the stairs.
Across the deck they raced.
Barney tried to dodge him around the water dome.
But Pomp was alma t instantly upon him.
And then followed a tussle which ·beggars rlescription.
The two jokers were thus having it hot and heavy wl1en
Frank and his companions arrived.
"Hi, there! What's the racket?" shouted the young inventor.
Instantly the two jokers were upon their feet as lively as
crickets.
'rhe fun was over, and they were ready and eager for duty.

CHAPTER VIII.
:A. FALLING OUT WITH TIIE AZTECS.

Pon-..p soon had a hot meal ready for all, and they partook
of it heartily. Then in the cabin the incidents of the day
were di cussed.
Harkwell seemed to be in more than ordinarily good
spirits.
"Great racket, warn't it?" he exclaimed. "What do you
think of the heathens, anyway, Denver?"

laid it upon the table.
It was a diamond as large as a goose egg. It was tr'nly
a monster.
Astounded, Frank and Gray gazed at it.
"Where did you get that?" asked Gray, sternly.
"Don't you know?" growled Harkwell. "Why, it lay
in plain sight at the foot of that big idol in the temple."
Both Frank and Gray sprang up with startled cries.
"What! You stole it?"
Harkwell flu shed angrily.
" tole it!" he growled. "Well, call it that if you will.
What of that? I sn't it as good for me as for those dodrotted heathens?"
Frank and Gray exchanged glances.
"My oull" exclaimed Frank, "that is fatal. It is their
~acrcd diamond, a:nd will breal our friendship with them."
11
They will never trust us again."
11
It is too bacl !"
Then Frank tnrned to IIarkwell sternly and said.:
"Did you realize what you were doing when you stole that
diamond?"
HarkweJl rose angrily.
''Don't ~ou like it?" he asked, angrily.
11
No," replied Frank, tersely.
"Well, what are you going to do about it? What was the
harm of my capturing such a fine prize?"
'·It is a theft and a thief I will not have aboard my boat!"
Harkwell"s gaze fell.
He knew it was of no use to try to bully Frank Reade

" I think they. are a noble people for an uncivilized race," Jr.
replied Gray.
The young inventor was dead in earnest, ::md the ring of
scorn in h!s voice was cutting.
"Oh, you do, eh ?"
/(What's the use to be so foolish?" said Harkwell_. pet"Certainly. Don't you, Frank?"
tishly. "I've got the diamond. Let it go at ihat."
"lHost certainly," replied Frank.
"Never!"
Harkwell scowled a bit.
"What?"
"Yet they are nothing to us," he growled. "They are
"I mean just what I say. You have branded yourself in
no benefit to _civilization. They have got lots . of gold,
our
estimation. Now you must make amends, and I demand
though, and we want it."
that you return that stone in the morning, with an ample
"I£ we can get it honestly, yes," replied Gray, coolly.
"Honestly! Well, I never!" laughed Harkwell, boister- apology to Prince Hualpi."
ously. "Now, come, I've made the best haul of the day, I'll
bet."

Harkwell's face was black.
"You are a pretty set to go back on me in

th~t

way !" he
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decla:red.

It is now in

"The diamond is lawful booty.

"He will bear watching."

"I fear that he is not en rapport with our plans. Let us
"We will not argue that point," said Frank; "for we be on the lookout for him."
But Harkwell, in his bunk, was far from giving way to
would never agree. There is but one thing for you to do if
sleep.
you would regain our esteem."
H e was gritting his teeth fiercely and s!1ying :
This terminated the conversation, for at that moment
"Curse them ! I'll get square with them yet ! They don't
Barney shouted down the companionway:

better hands."

"Shure, Misther Frank, there's the divil to pay over in intend to give me a chance. _But there is a way which I can
take. I have learned the mechanism of this boat. ;r will
the town. Wud yez cum up?"
Frank sprang on deck.

put them all out of the way and sail it home alone with a

He heard a tremendous uproar in the direction of the good bit of the treasure.
town. At once h e turned the searchlight in that direction. me 1"r

It could be seen that the quay w

thronged with people.

Boats were putting out, and armed men were in them.
"Something is wrong!" exclaimed Gray.

Ha, ha ! They will not thwart

When morning came tlie sun lay- peaceful" upon the bosom
of the inland sea.

"What can it

The distant city looked picturesque and beautiful.
But none of the Aztec people came out to th e Nautilus.
be, Frank?"
The
day was spent in close work aboard the boat getting
"I think I understand," said the young inventor, coolly.
'"Tlwy are after that diamond, and they sh allliave it, too!" things into shipshape condition again.
Another night passed and another day came.
Frank started the Nautilus toward the advancing boats.
Then
Frank could not help remarking the singularity of
Soon they were all about them.
One of them, the king's pirogue, was lit up with flam- the tieing.

"It is queer," he muttered. "None of the Aztecs have
beaux. Armed men were aboard, and in the bow stood a
come out to see us. What does it mean?"
tall, erect form.
"They mean to give us the cold shoulder," saic~ Gr y.
It was Hualpi.
As the N au til us drew nearer hails were exchanged, and "I£ there is one crime high in the Aztec calendar, it is
theft."
Gray acted as spokesman.
In the Aztec tongue he asked :
"What seeks tl1e prince?"
"My people are ore distraught," replied the monarch.

"Then why didn't you let me keep the diamond?"
growled Harkwell.· "You'll have trouble now, anyway."
"You contemptible cur!" cried Frank Reade, Jr., angrily.

"The sacred diamond, the Light of Quetzal, is gone. Our "I am sorry I brought you with us. But for you this troupriests accuse you. If you have it you will do well to return ble would never have occurred."
Finally it was decided to make a move, so Frank said :
it to us."
"Gray, let us go ashore and see Rualpi. Perhaps we can
"We have it," replied Gray, "and you shall have it. It
fix it all right with him.!'
was taken by a misuuderstanding."
"All right, Frank" ·
The reply of the king was in joyful tones. tt seemed as i.f'
Aecordingly a small rubber cRnoe of portable Rob Roy
the breach was already healed.
Harkwcll gave up the jewel reluctantly.
turned to Prince Ilualpi without delay.

It was re- style was brought out, and in it they paddled over to the
town.

As Frank and Gray landed on i.he quay they saw at oncr.;
Then the boats all returned to the city, the excitement
that
there was something wrong.
· -.:~ased, and the episode was at an end.
The people regarded them with sullen looks and mien.
In their private stateroom, a short while later, Frank and
Nobody was on hand to welcome them.
To say that our adventurers were vexed would be putting
"What sort of a man is this man Harkwell ?" asked
it mild.
Frank. "I thought he was a friend of yours."
"AU on account of the fool work of Harkwell !" declared
"I have always supposed him to be honest," declared the
"I feel like throwing him overboard."
Gray.
explorer. "This is the first evil thing I have seen."
Gray discussed the matter.

"I don't like him."
"Nor I."

"So do I," declared Frank.
They went on up to the palace. They were about to ac-
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cost the guard at the gate, when it opened, and a palanquin
CHAPTER IX.

came out.
Upon the showy cushions reposed the form o.f Hualpi.

THE 1SI,AND l\IISSTNG.

At sight of the two white men he appeared greatly excited.

Partly leaping from his palanquin, he cried :

There was no boatman among the Aztecs who could hope

"If you would save your lives, go ! The god Quetzal has to overtake the Rob Roy canoe.
It reached tlre N au til us, and Frank and Gray climbed
called for your blood in atonement. for sacrilege. Go! Go!"

Gmy understood enough to make it clear to Frank Reade, aboard. But the end was not yet.
A legion of boats were seen putting out from the quay.
Jr. Then he addressed Hualpi.
"Is there no reconciliation ?'l he asked.

"Can we not

The priests had oruered these simple people to bring back
tho blood of the saorilegists for Quetzal, and they could not

at one to your priests?"
"No, no!" screamed Hualpi; "the demand of Quetzal is

refuse.
On they came in martial array.

never refused. Go for your lives 1"
"Come, .Frank," said Gray; "we'd better hustle."

It was evidenlly their

intention to attack the Nautilus.
Frank regarded the move with dismay.

· At once they started for the quay.
Their hurried attitude seemed to give the people an inlc·
lin 0a of the truth. Their presence in the town had in some
way reached the ears of the priests.
The t ocsin in the temple suddenly began to sound.
It was the usual war cry of the Aztecs. No heathen dared

disobey its call.

"What am I to do?" he exclaimed, with deep concern.

"I don't want to fight

the~e

people, neither do I want to

give way to them. 'I' hey evid0ntly will not be pacified."
"I have a scheme," replied Gray, promptly.
"What is it?"
"Go down to the bottom and remain there for a day or
two. Tl1erc should be pl e>lty to sec down there."

And so, as soon as our two adventurers ran for the quay,
they heard a mob gathering behind them .

"You are right," cried Frank.

"We will explore the

Sl,mken plain. 1Jct her sink, Barney."

Gray realized the danger fully.

"All roight, or."

He had lived among these people and knew just what
I

they were.

The Celt pressed the lever and the boat sank.
Down she went to what sE'cmed interminable depths. She

"If we, don't reach that wharf in time, we aTe doomed rested finally upon a bed of coral.

men, Frank!" he cried.
"All right," replied the young inventor.

"I~Iere goes!"

Away they sped like a whirlwind.
At a corner three or four men tried to stop them.
Frank knocked down two with his fists.
'rhrongh the crowd burst the two fugitives and kept on
for the qu ay.
And now it was close at hand.
There lay the canoe.

Frank sent the searchlight in every direction.
· d ; " w11a L docs thi s mean.?
"See hrre," 11e one

I don't

see anything of your sunken towns."
Gray could not explain the siluation. However, the boat
remained at the bed o.f the sea for that uay and night.
The next morning, Frank said:
"Do you suppose they arc hovering about up there waiting
for us to appear?"
"I doubt it," replied Gray.

"I~cl

her go up, Frank."

'l'he next moment Gray had shoved it into the water.

But suddenly there came a peculiar shock. Tl1c Nautilus
Both men took up the paddles and fairly made the light was lifted as if by giant hands and hurled forward.
craft fly.
When Flle struck, it was full bel ween two jagged ledges of
They were in a few moments at a safe distance from the coral, and there she stuck.
shore.
But it had been a most narrow escape, all the same.

No efforts of the engines could dislodge her.
She seemed a hopeless pri oner.
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To the others it looked a· if they were in a bad scrape.

"No aonbt it wa at that moment the isbnd sank into the
sea."

But Frank only laughed and said:
"I'll .fix that all right."

"In that case l\fatatlan and its inhabitants are no more. "

lie produced a p<lir of diving suits.

lie and Barney

"Even so!"

donned the e, and with suitable tool , went out into the

A spell o.f silence succeeded.

sea.

All

This was accomplished by means o£ a vestibule which

•

strained their eyes across the wide expanse of water.

"It is very queer !" declared Frank ; "and altogether terr
riblc, i£ true."

- could be emptied o:f water on the return.
Frank and Barney worked away :for hours upon the ree£.

"It must be true," said Gray. "The island has not float-

Then they suddenly freed the Nautilus, and she floated eel away in the air."
off. 1I1stily they returned to the deck.

"0£ course not."

Entering the vestibule they closed the door behind them
and put on the pneumatic pumps.

a doubt?"

When the water was out o.f the vestibule, they walked into
tht> cabin.

"Ought we not to asct>rtain the £ate of the Aztecs beyond

Gray met Frank.

"ycs.,
Frank went into the pilot-house and started the Nautilus

a-Well, Frank," he sai.d, "what wa that, an earthquake?" forward.

"It sounded much like it," replied Frank.

The boat glided away.

The young inventor located what he believed was the ex-

act spot where Matai.lan had been.
•
" hall we stay here longer?"
"No. I.1ct us go up and sec what they are doing in the
Then he brought the submarine boat to a stop here and
Aztec city. "
opened the tank valve.
"...ill right."
The

1

The boat settled in the water and went gliding down be-

autilus in tantly sprang to the surface.

Up out neath the waves.

o£ the \Yater she leaped like a cluck.

The voyagers were all agog with interest, £or they ex-

All hands were in the pilot-house Lo get a good look at the pected every moment to behold a tragic scene below them.

It would not have been a surprise to have seen the AzteC'

Aztec town. Dut a thrilling surprise awaited them.
All about was the level expanse of the ocean.
ro land was in ~ ight.

city and its drowned inhabitants spread before them in tcr-

'rhc Aztec island, 1\fa:tatlan, all rible tragic forms.

had vanished as if they were mist.
A toundcd, the crew o£ the

J au til us

But nothing o£ the sort was seen.
looked in vain for

the island.

devoid o£ any submarine growth whatever.

It was certainly missing.

The Nautilus descenclt>d and re ted upon this.

For some tim9 nobody was able to speak.
Then Pomp broke the spell.

•

"Golly fo' glory!" he gasped, "wha'cbcr hab become ob
Jat island?"

To the ::nnazcment of all, only a wide plain o£ white sand

Frank flashed the searc?light in all directions .
Nothing :fm·Lher was seeJJ. than this.
To say that the explorers were astonished would be a mild
statement.

"That ic; lhe question," said Gray. "Where is it?"

Frank Reade, Jr., was puzzled.

"Mi3sing !" e"·claimed liarkwell.

"I don't understand this," he declared. "Certainly there

''Yes, but-could it have sunk into the ocean?"
Frank Reade, Jr.'s eyes flashed, and he sai d:

was an island upon this spot. Where is it now?"
Certainly it was not above or under the water, apparently.

"Do you recall that earthquake shock when we were undrr For aught they could ]mow this plain o£ white sand had
the water?"

been the bed of the ocean £or centuries or more.

"Ycs."

H ere was certainly a deep sea mystery.

'
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''Pcrl1aps we have drifted away from the exact location of

And indeed lhi would not have been thought of but for

the island," suggested Gray; "the hock of the earthquake Harkwcll.
changed our position not a little."

He gave a startled cry, and pointing into the depths, said :

"There is such a po.sibility," declared Frank. "We will

•

test it."

"Sec! What brilliant object is that glistening in there?
It is a golden idol, perhaps, studded with diamonds !"

With which he sent the Nautilus forward rapidly through

The searchlight certainly struck some object which emitted a powerful and dazzling light.

the water.
For some distance the submarine boat ran on thu .

At once all were interested.

But yet the general character of the ocean's bed seemed

It was quickly decided to explore the forest.

\lncl1anged.

However, the verge of the sandy plain was

and there rested just above the treetops.

reached.
It was succeeded by a slimy, muddy bottom, alive with
submarine life, and in keeping with the general character of

Then Frank brought out the diving suits, three in numbcr. He selected Barney as one companion, and would' have
picked Gray for the next.

the ocean's bed.
But ihcre was nothing sugge Live of a sunken island.
Indeed, now that the voyager" looked back upon it, it

ull seemed like a strange dream.
Tho past seemed strangely unreal.

The N :mtilus rose above the forest for a number of feet

The Aztec city, the

inland bay, all had vanished as if by magic.
They were transported in a few hours to what seemed certainly an entirely ditrerent part of the world.
What did it mean?
What was the mystery?
Suddenly, as they were gliding along over the ocean bed,
·Barney gave a startled cry.
'' Whurroo ! :Thfisther Frank !" he cried; "phwat the divil
is that ahead av us?"

.But Harkwell demurred.
"That is hardly fair," he declared.

"I insist upon a

chance. Gray went with you la, t Lime. It is my turn now."
"Very well," said Gl'ay.

"Let us decide the matter by

tossing a coin." .
Ilarkwell agreed to this.
The coin was tossed and Ha~lmell won the chance.

lie

wa triumphant.
Frank was not altogether pleased, but he said nothing.
The diving suits were donned, 3.Ild they entered the vestibule.
The long rope ladders were lowered.
Barney led the way down, and Harkwell went next, Frank
br.ing last.

'l'he searchlight had now revealed a most astounding spectacle.

Pomp ;mel Gray kept the air pumps going on board the

Nautilus.
Directly before them was a rocky cliiT, and upon it was
In a few moments all three divers stood upon the bed of

a patch of forest, the trees looking a natural as if above the ocean unr1cr the overhanging trees of the forest.
the sea.

Frank and Barney carried lanterns with an air pipe con-

" A submarine forest!" cried Gray, excitedly. "Hurrah, nccting with their helmets, so ihat the ilame would be fed
Frank! 'Yc've found the island!"
And indeed ::.o it scrmed.

with oxygen. Thus they were all ready for action.

But as they drPw nearer ihe whitr plain of sanq wa seen
CHAPTER X.

beyond. The forest thus submerged must have been only a
part of a small island, if it had ~'VCr hecn above the level of:
the sea, which was, of course, likely, as the trees were not
apparent ubmariue growth.
So closely set were the trees that of course it was not safe
for the N au tilus to enter the forest.

A MURDERER FOILED.

For some moments the three divers hesitated as to what
move to make.
They could not make each other hear a word of conversation, unless the helmets were placed closely together.
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Then Barney took a course among the trees, and for a moment went out of sight.

And for a moment he was powerless to act. There was
but an in tant of time left.

· Harkwell remained by Frank, who took an opposite

Then, with an instant spasmodic impulse, Frank jerked
his head forward and the line flew up.

course.
As the life lines were not of extreme length, it was not
pos~ible
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to go a great ways.

The knife missed the mark, and the next instant Frank
was .facing his would-be assassin.

There was also extreme danger of their becoming entan-

Harkwcll started back, and the knife dropped from his

gled in the branches of the trees. So Frank proceeded with fingers.
great caution.

Frank made a motion, and pulled the signal cord.

Y ct he was able to make some fifty yards into the sub-

Instantly he and Harkwell were lifted from the bed of

marine fore::t, when he saw a gleam of something bright the ocean.
just before him.

Up they went, and a moment later were upon the deck of

He pressed forward, and suddenly came upon a thrilling the Nautilus.
sighi.

Frank opened the vestibule, and motioned

Harkwcll to enter.

Between two trees there was stretched a hammock, and in
this reclined the form of an Aztec.

:rot until they were in the cabin arrd their helmets removed, could either speak.

The heathen's glazed eyes were staring straight forward

Then Frank faced his would-be murderer with white,

with tenible intensity, showing that he had awakened from stern face.
his sleep too late to arise and ward off the awful death which
had
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suddenly come upon him.

"Ricl1ard IIarkwell," he said, rigidly, "what have you to
say for yourself?

Upon hi breast was a huge c!rcular shield of polished

'l'he latter feigned surprise.

metal, which gleamed intensely in the lantern light, and was

"I don't know what you mean," he replied, coolly.

so bright that Frank could sec his own image.

Frank trembled like an a pen, his rage was so great.

Indeed, he saw now that the center of the shield was a At this moment Barney also returned aboard.
glass mirror, no doubt intended by the wearer to dazzle a
foe.

Gray and Pomp regarded the two angry men with amazement. They speedily understood what it meant, though.

All manner of submarine creatures, slimy eels, horrid

"Don't you tell me that," said Frank, sternly.

"I saw

crabs, and shark-like fish swam about the body. Frank was what you were up to. You tried to cut my life line. I saw
pellbound.

you. You mi erable cur, you intended to murder me !"

Just beyond he saw the walls of a house.

1'hc wretch feigned surprise still.

Tlus wa no doubt a part of the sunken island, and the

"It is false!" he retorted. "I did not know it was your

Aztec victim had been asleep in the hammock when the life line."
wate;rs overwhelmed him.

Frank was asrounded.

All this Frank took in readily, and was about to turn to

----

his r0mpanion, Harkwell, who stood behind him, when he
chanced to glance again into the mirror.

With unparalleled hardihood the villain made this announcement. Frank regarded him sternly.

the moment nearly froze the blood in hi veins.
Harkwell stood behind him with one hand upraised, a
knife in his grasp, and just about to sever Frank's life line.
young inventor realized this.

" r o. How should I? I thought it was the branch of a
tree that was in the way."

The sight which he saw in the mirror was one which for

It was murder pure and simple that he intended.

.

"You did not know it?" he gasped.

The

"You dare to make that statement?"

"It is the truth."
"It is a lie!"
"Well, have jt so, then."
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"You meant to kill me! What did you expect to gain?"

"What shall we do f Shull we give it up?"

"Why, here's th,e idea," retorted the villain, with rare

Gray's face fell.

hardihood. "What had I to gain? I had no object in kill-

"I am much disappointed," he said.

ing you. That in itself is evidence of my innocence."
"vVhy, this is horrible!" exclaimed Gray, with white face.
"Is there any truth in wl1at I hear, Frank?"
"It is true if my eyesight is to be believed," declared the

"It is all very

strange."
"And yet the island seems to have entirely v-anished. Is
it not futile to continue the search?"
"It would seem so.

But what can have become of the

young inventor. "I saw the wretch try to cut my life line." island?"
Gray turned upon Harkwell.

"I have a theory."

" What does this mean? '' he declared, angrily. "It will

"What is it?"

not do for you to try any villainou_s o-ame aboard this boat,

Frank was silent a moment; then he said:

Dick Hnrkwell. I am responsible for your presence here."

"We .found in that locality where we believed we left the

Harkwell's eyes gleamed luridly.
"Every one of you is working against me!" he declared.
"I had a fortune in my gras_p and you robbed me of it. I

island nothing but a mighty plain of sand."
"Yes."
"Well, now, do you know I believe I can understand

am sick of this job, and you can take me l1ome as quickly as the disappearance of Matatlan. It is under that ocean of
possible."
"Take you home !" exclaimed Gray, angrily. "If you at-

sand."
"Under the sand?"

tempt any more dirty games we will pitch you overboard.

"Yes."

It rests with Mr. Reade whether yon have your personal lib-

"But--"

erty again during this voyage or not."

"Simple enough.

Frank shmgged his shoulders.

The whole island may become en-

gulfed in a vast bed of quicksand. The natural props which

"I do not wish to deprive him," he said. "But he must supported it were destro. ed by the earthquake an~ it sanJc"
certainly adopt a different course."

"Do you believe that?"

Harkwell saw plainly that his mask was off.

"Is it not possible?"

He slunk away to his stateroom and did not come out to

"Certninly, but--"

dinner. His black soul seethed with revenge.
"Frank, I am sorry," said Gray; "if I had suspected his
true character I would never have brought him along."
"That is no fault of yours," said Frank; "but I do think
he is a dangerous character, and needs watching."
"I will look out for that. I think it would be best to get
rid of him as soon as possible."

"What?"
"Humph!." exclaimed Gray, dejectedly. "We can never
dig Matatlan out of that bed of sand."
"We will not try. I suggest that we turn our thoughts to
some other plan."
"I shall do just as you think best, Frank."
The young inventor was thoughtful.

He went into the

"We will do so. We wil! either put him ashore or aboard cabin and became plunged in a reverie.
some home bound vessel."
And so the matter ended.
But Harkwellno longer rejoiced in an opportunity. All
now understood his game thoroughly.

He did not believe himself in the sinking of Matatlnn beneath the quicksand.
Yet what 'WJS he to believe?
Suddenly, as if by magic, a strange thought flitted across

The Nautilus left the submarine forest and the drowned his mind.
Aztec warrior behind.

"Queer that I did not think of that before," he muttered.

Once more search was begun for the missing island.

With which he arose and went into the pilot-house.

For two days search for the missing island was continued;

He touched an electric key and the N au tilus began to rise.

and then Frank said to Gray :

Up it went until it was upon the surface.
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Leaping out o.f the water through a cloud of spray, the
bright sunlight gleamed 11pon her shining hull.

"One hundred :md fifty miles."
All looked stupefied.

About was the vast expan e o£ rolling sea.

This was an astounding declaration.

No land was in sight so far.

"One hundred and fifty miles!" gasped Gray. "Impos-

Certainly not the Azlee

Islands.

sible."

Gray came rushing forward, as did Barney and Pomp.

" I have made a careful reckoning."

''What's up, Frank?" cried the explorer.

"There is a mistake."

"What is the

new scheme?"

"No."

"Wait a bit," said J!'rank, quietly.

Frank spoke positively. Gray looked at him and said:

The young inventor opened the door and stepped out

"How do you explain it?"

upon deck.

The young inventor passed a hand across his brow.

He noted the altitude o£ the sun and the points o£ the
compass.

"It beats all!" he exclaimed. " I should say there was a
witchery about it. We were in the atoll o£ Matatlan. With-

Then he went into the cabin.

out any warning we were transported one hundred and :fifty

When he came out he brought a number o£ nautical in- miles away!"
struments.

"Yet we have had plenty of time to drift £rom that point

Then the others understood his

pt~rpose.

Like him, they wondered why this had not been done before.

"'I'o drift," exclaimed Frank, suddenly. "That gives me
an idea."

"Going to take your bearings, Frank?" asked Gray.
"Yes," replied the young inventor.
idea?"

at least that distance."

•

He paced the deck £or some moments, and then said to

"Is it not a good Bt:rney:
"Set your. course northeast.

Crowd on all speed ! We

ought to make that hundred and fifty miles in £our hours."

"Capital!"
"And about time, also."

"We will, sor," declared the Celt.

"You are right."

Away shot the submarine boat to the northward.

Frank proceeded to make his calculations.

For hours she traveled rapidly.

The others stood by, watching with interest.

All this while Frank paced the deck in front o£ the pilot-

And as the young inventor concluded, they saw an expres- house with a gla~s in his hand.
sion o£ amazement upon his face.
"Well, I never !" he exclaimed. "That does b'eat all !"

But toward nightfall a dense fog came down. It was necessary to proceed slowly.
The earchlight could make no impression on the fog.
When morning came it s.eemed denser than ever.

CHAPTER XL

But the sun soon lifted it, and as it rolled upward an as- •
tounded cry burst £rom the lips o£ all.

A VISIT TO THE TEMPLE.

There, directly in front o£ them, was an island.

Ii. was o.f the same type as Matatlan.
Gray was startled.
"What is wrong, Frank?" he asked. "Are we out of the
way?"

There were palm

groves and cliffs o£ basalt.
But it was not Matatlan.
As the fog continued to lift other islands were seen. There

"I should say so!" replied the young inventor. "How far was no disputing the £act, the Aztec Isles had been redisdo you suppose we are £rom the locality of the Aztec Islands covered.
at this moment?"
"Not very far."

But this did not explain the mystery o£ their having drifted so far £rom Matatlan.
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How had they drifted out of the inland sea and without
knowing it? Here was a conundrum.

Their story as rendered by Gray was a pitiful one.
The I sle of Matatlan had without warning sunk into the
water.

But all eyes were busy looking for Matatlan.
It was not to be seen.

Nearly all of the nation had perished in that awful cahu;-

There were the adjacent islands, but the Aztec Island trophc.

They had been hunting upon an adjacent island,

and thus were saved.

e:ertainly was still missing.
Here was a puzzle.

It was altogether a most tragic and thrilling account.

"What do you make of it, Frank?" asked Gray.

"Then Hualpi and all his men are at the bottom of the

'I'he young inventor shook his head dubiously.
" I don't know," l1e replied.

sea, drowned?" asked Frank, with horror. "That is some-

"But I am going to make thing awful."

a desperate effort to solve the mystery."

"Awful, indeed!" rejoined Gray.

"I hope you will succeed. May I ask your plan?"

"Fools!"

"Well, first of all, I am going to ascertain whether Matat-

The hissing exclamation came from their rear.

lan has really gone to the bottom of the sea or not."

Astonished, both wheeled and faced Harkwcll.

"Good !"

The villain's eyes blazed.

"If so, then we will continue our submarine exploration.

"What is the matter with you?" asked Frank, sharply.

It seems as if we ought to be successful."

"I mean that you .have been fools.

"I think so."

All that treasure

might have been yours. The sea has it now."
I

At this moment Pomp called Frank to the rail.
"Golly, Marse Frank," he cried.

"Better let the sea have it than to gain it by robbery and

"Wha'eber yo' call murder/' replied Frank.

da t ? Don' it look like a boat, sah ?"

"Bah ! You are too soft !"

"It is a boat," cried Frank, excitedly.

And Harkwell turned away in supreme disgust.

From a cove in one of the tropical isles a boat had come

But neither Frank nor Gray heeded this.

forth. It contained several occupants.

There were but a few urvivors of the awful flood, and

Of course the crew of the Nautilus was interested.
'"l'hey are Aztecs," cried Gray, with conviction. ''Per-

they were huddled upon the nearest isle.
"Ask them what they intend to do," said Frank. "They

haps we can learn from them the particulars of the fate of certainly ought to be cared for in some way."
the isle now missing."

Gray did so.

"Let them approach us," said Frank. "You hail them,
Gray."

ony upon an island further north," replied Gray. "I think

"I will do so, Frank."
The Aztec boat now rapidly drew nearer.
•

"They affirm their intention of joining quite a large colthey are all right."

It was plain

''Enough, then," said Frank. "Let us make our subma-

that the occupants had seen the Nautilus from the shore and rine tour of exploration now."
were putting out i.o hail it.

"And visit the sunken Matatlan ?"

Six in all were in the Aztec boat.

"Yes."

They were strong, armed warriors, and advanced within

Frank and Gray wa ched the Aztec boat recede to ·.

hailing distance of the N au til us.

shore. Then the Nautilus was headed for that point on the

Gray answered their hail and interpreting their words, surface of the sea where the island had been.
said :

Arrived at what was believed to be the point, Frank said:

"They are survivors. Now we shall get the whole story."

"Let the boat go down."

'rhe pirogue drew nearer and Gray talked for some time

All retreated into the cabin.

with the natives.
it to them.

Barney pressed the lever

Frank brought out some food and gave back, and down went the Nautilus.
The voyagers had expected to sink some distance, but

•
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suddenly there was a shock, and the Nautilus was motionless.
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"0£ course we ought to do it," aid Gray. "The treasure
can be o£ no possible use to these people now."

They had not descended twenty feet as yet. The boat had
struck bottom.
"Where arc we?" cried Frank, in surprise. "We cannot
possibly have reached the island yet."
"We have, or," replied Barney, as he flashed the search-

So Frank ordered Barney to bring up the diving-suits,
and they were put on.
It is needless to say that Harkwell was not this time in-

vited to accompany them.
The diving suits now· used by .Frank were of a different

light about. "But it' on top of the big mountain we are." pattern.
This was comprehensive enough.

They were an invention of his own, and he declared:

The mountain which rose back o£ Matatlan was within

"I will try these and sec ·if they are as great a success as

twenty feet of the surface.

I hope. I£ so they arc much superior to the old style."

The sunken city was then some thousands of feet below.

"What is the difference?" asked Gray.

The

Frank proceeded to illustrate the advantages o£ the new

auiilus was raised, and sailed along until at a point

where it was easy for her to descend the mountain slope.
Theu the searchlight wa sent down into the dark valley

suit. Tt was speedily seen that they were many.
Instead o£ the old-style alld cumbersome life line and air-

below, and there was revealed the city of l\1atatlan in all its pump there was a chemical generator and reservoir for manufacturing the air consumed by the diver.
grandeur.
But it was silent and echoless. It would never again
teem with life and spirit.

The special advantage was that the diver was not hampered or restricted by a life line.

Its erstwh ile builders and dwellers were corpses m it
street and its buildings of stone.
They would never again walk ihc earth and play in the

CHAPTER XII.

great drama of li (e, which ha so dark a curtain to end all.
It was a thrilling rcficdion for lhc voyagers.

RECOVERY OF THE DIA::\IONDS.

They gazed at the unkcn city silently for some time.
There was a little hesitation about descending.
But Frank .finally said :
"Lel her slide down, Barney. I think we will visit the
Aztec temple. If there is anything of great value we can
recover we ought to do so."
"All roight, sor."
So the N autilu · ettled down until it rested in the great
square of the Aztec city anu near to lhc lcmple of Quetzal.
The searchlight was turned full upon it.
A dreadful sight it was which was revealed.
"'lucre upon the wall, upon "the marble steps, and in the
great portico, were heaps of drowned people.
orne of the bodies had begun to ri e and float about. It
was a ghastly, hideous sight.
At first Frank hesitated in paying a visit to such a grewsome spot.
But he thought of the great treasure in the temple, and
felt a natural desire to recover it.

The new style o£ diving suit bade £air to be a great success. Frank was the first to test it" efficacy.
Putting it on, he ventured out on deck.
The air generator worked admirably, and he experienced
no inconvenience whatever.

He signaled to Barney and

Gray to join him.
It was thus arranged tliat Pomp and Harkwell should re-

main aboard the Nautilus.
Leaving the deck of the submarine boat, the three divers
easily crossed the inlervening distance to the temple.
They wore electric lamps upon their helmets which enabled them to see their way quite clearly.
Frank ascended the steps of the temple and entered.
The others followed.
The

~

autilus now passed from view, consequently they

were dependent wholly upon the lights in their helmets.
Tn the inner court o£ the temple the scene beheld by the
divers was most tragic.
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There were heaps upon heaps of dead people, just where

the tidal wave had ov;ertaken them.
Truly the sight was one to harrow up the soul.

l!'rauk led the way, :mel for some time an ineffectual
search was made through the temple and palace.
Many def)Q. bodies of priests and nobles were found and

But Frank led the way through various passages. He was examined. Bui. the ruler, I-Inalpi, could not bC' found.
looking for the golden idol.

"Per:Oaps he is yet alive," Frank reflected.

"He may

As near as he could remembor, he followed the course have escaped the tidal wave, and yet be above the surface."
which had been pursued by IIualpi w!1en he had gone thither
with him.

There were truly many ways in which Hualpi could have
escaped i.he earthquake shock and the tidal wave.

And soon he found the inper court with the heavy draperies. He parted these, and there was the idol:

He might have oeen out in his pirogue, wl>ich was not at
all unlikely, and when the shock came have escaped to some

His companions were now by his side, and the combined neighboring isle.
glare of the electric lamps lit up the place quite well.
Gray put his helmet close to Frank's and shouteq:
"Upon my soul, it is wonderful, is it not?"
"You are right," replied Frank.
"There must be the value of millions in the idol's crown."
"Certainly."

With this thrj.ll of joyful hope Frank now decided to returned to the N au tilus.
Barney was signaled, and they at once set forth upon the
return.
In a

f~w

moments 1-hey had reached the steps of the tem-

ple, and were looking for the electric glare of the search-

The monster diamonds glittered with dazzling bright- light.
ness despite the muddy hue of the water.
The explorers now began to gather the treasures they had
come for.

But it was not there.
,Astounded, Frank started across the square. He reac-hed
the spot where i.he Nautilus had been left.

Upon the golden pedestal yet rested the magnificent dia-

It was gone.

monel which Harkwcll had stolen.
Frank remoYcd this and placed it safely in the bag which
he carried.

He took the pedestal as well.

This represented a large fortune in itself, but there was
t en times more to take y<:t.
\Vithout any delay further than was necessary, the explorers hastily removed the other diamonds.
Barney climbed to the shoulders of the god Quetzal a11d
removed the diamond-studded crown.
Then Gray placed his helmet close bes:ide Frank's and
shouted :
a Have we got enough?-''
aI

CHAPTER XIII.

think so."

coNCLUSION.

The awful horror of that reflection can hardly be conveyed in words.
"Gone!" gasped Frank.

"My goodness, what has hap-

pened ?"
Gray placed his helmet close to Fra)Jk's and shouted :
';What can have happened? Would Pomp desert us?"
"Never," replied tho young inventor.

"Something ter-

1ible has 11appened ! I do not understand it."
rehen like a wave the conviction of truth came sweeping
over llinl. He clutched Gray's arm and cried :

a

of course there must be much more."

"My goodness ! I think I understand it all now!"

a

Oh, yes; the treasure vaults of the king are full of

''How?"

wealth.

But I hardly think we can carry it all away."

"Then we had better return to the Nautilus."

"That villain Harkwell!

We should ,not have left him

alone with Pomp. He has no doubt overpowered him, and

"First I would like, if possible, to learn the fate of this .is the end."
Hualpi."
a All

ace."

right.

".JYiy goodness ! then we are left here to die!"
Then we will have to look through the pal-

"Yes; tl1e moment our chemical generators give out we
are doomed!"

.
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It was an appalling refleclion; there was not a vestige of

'' Anu we are safe once more," declared Frank. "We will

doubt in !.he heart of the explorers that this was the case. keep l\Ir. IIarkwcll where he is until we reach home and
then we will turn him over to the law."

Each sank down upon the pavements of the plaza.
After some time, however, Frank sprang to his feet.

The general joy of the voyagers that the affair was- no'

He motioned to the others, and they put their helmets to- worse was great.
gether; then he said :

in.

"There is no use in our giving up hope at this stage. We
·

~must

Mutual congratulation were indulged

Then it was made sure that Harkwell was a safe prisoner.

do something. Let us try at least to gain one of the Frank stepped into the pilot-hou e and said:

other islands."

"Here goes ! We "·ill leave thi part of the world to-day.

"Begorra, sor !" exclaimed Barney, "I thought I saw the I have seen enough of tragedy."
loight of the Naulilu,! Be me sowl ! it is !"

"So have I," said Gray.

A bright light like that of the sun was shining across the

Frank pressed the spring, and the Nautilus sprang to the

iace of the temple. .Alrearly the dear-cut .form of the Nan- sur.face.
tiln was seen coming down upon them through the gloom.
Down cam

The young inventor, however, had yet a move to make

the Nautilu , and at one of the windows ere leaving these waters.

Pomp's face was seen. The darky was lookin g for them.

This was to, if possible, learn if Hualpi survived the
awful disaster.

Once in the cabin, explanations were quickly made.
Pomp was frightfuJly cut and bleeding, buL he pointed to

"I shall feel glad, indeed, to know that he was spared."
"Let us hope that he was," said Gray.

the door of Harkwell's stateroom, anJ said:
"I jes' had a powerful hard crap wi£ him, 1\farse Frank,
but I jes' done him up, all de same.''

Course was at once set for the nearest of the remaining
Aztec Isles. As the Nautilu" drew near the shore a fire was
J

ren .far up on a high cliff.

"What? Did you kill him?' asked Gray, bluntly.

"No, sah; but I had to hurt him some in bindin' him,
sah. He am tied up han' an' foot."

"It looks like one of the fires of worship !" said Frank.
"I hope thd we can learn good news from there."

"Then he attacked you?'' asked Frank.

The N autilus dropped anchor in the cove, and a portable
boat was got out. Frank and Gray row d ashore.

"Yes, sah; he did dat."
I

And Pomp .forthwith explained the whole affair, to which
the others listened with interest.

It seemed that, unsuspecting anything, Pomp was at work
in the galley preparing a meal.
Suddenly and without any warning, the door wa closed

They had barely stepped out on the beach, however, when
a startli11g thing happened.

-

A wild cry reached their ears, and from the cover of the
shore several men sprang down upon the beach.
And ihe foremost one was well known to them. It was

and barred. He knew that Harkwell was up to a desperate no other ihan the young Aztec king, Hualpi.
In an instant lw was at Frank' side and embracing him

game.

The villain then rushed into the pilot-house and sent the as well as Gray.
boat to the surface.
~Pvmp

He was so overcome witp joy that it was some

moment~

seized an ax and began to batter down the door. be.forc intelligible utteran-ces could be got from him.

Wnen he emerged from the galley finally, Harkwell sprang

'rhen a fearful wave of sadness swept over hi" face.

upon him with a huge knife.

H e swept his hand toward the sea, saying dejectedly :

He meant to kill the darky, but the latter fought so val-

.,
•;

"All that I loved-all I had to Hve for-is gone ! Hualpi

iantly that he actually overpowered him, though in doing is wretched indeed! Quetzal has forgotten!"
so he got frightfully cut.

"Do not say that," replied Gray.

"You have your life.

"But I jes' laid him out!" declared the plucky negro; "he Some of your people have survived. There are others upon
didn' git the bes' ob me, yo' kin bet."

an island above here. Found a new kingdom. "
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THE MISSING ISLAND.
Hualpi shook his head sadly.

Gray went back to New York.

He meditates a trip to

"No," he said. "The sun of the Aztec bas set. It is the Central Africa· next.
last."

Frank Reade, Jr., began work upon a new invention.

It was decided by Frank and Gray to return to the king Barney and Pomp are in their old places, and this will bring

those sacred relics which they had taken from the idol.

our cltory to its close.
THE END.

Hualpi received them joyfully.
Then came a parting embrace, and the two adventurers

Read "FRANK H.EADE, JR., IN CENTRAL INDIA_;
OR, THE SEARCH FOR THE LOS'l' SAVAWrS,"
Homeward bound they were now.
which will be the next number ( 48) of "Frank Reade
They had accomplished really the object which had Weekly Magazine."

returned to the deck of the Nautilus.

brought them to this part of the world, and that was the dis-
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DO NOT FAIL TO READ IT.
PRICE 5 CENTS.

3 2 PAGES.

32 PAGES.

EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVER. -

All of these exciting stories are founded on facts. Young Wild
West is a hero with whom the author was acquainted. His daring
deeds and thrilling adventures have never been surpassed. They
form the base of the most dashing stories ever published.
Bead the following numbers of this most interesting magazine and
be convinced:
·
1 Young Wild West, The Prince of the Saddle.
2 Young Wild West's Luck; or, Striking it Rich at the Hills.
3 Young Wild West's Victory; or, The Road Agents' Last Hold-up.
4 Young Wild West's Pluck; or, Bound to Beat the Bad iMem.
5 Young Wild West's Best Shot; or, The Rescue of Arietta.
6 Young Wild West at Devil Creek; or, Ilelping to Boom a New
Town.
7 Young Wild West's Surprise; or, The Indian Chief's Legacy.
8 Young Wild West Missing; or, Saved by an Indian P rincess.
9 Young Wild West and the Detective; or, The Red Riders of the
Range.
10 Young Wild West at the Stake ; or, The Jealousy of Arietta.
11 Young Wild West's Nerve; or, The Nine Golden Bullets.
12 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot; or, A New Yorker In the
West.
13 Young Wild West's Triumph; or, Winning Against Great Odds.
14 Young Wild West's Strategy; or, The Comanche Chief's Last Raid.
15 Young Wlld West' s Grit; or, '.rhe Ghost of Gaun~let Gulch.
16 Young Wild West's Big Day; or, The Double Weddmg at Weston.
17 Young Wild West's Great Scheme; or, 'l'he Building of a Railroad.
18 Young Wild West and the Train Robbers; or. The Hunt for the
Stolen Treasure.
19 Young Wild West on His Mettle; or, Four Against Twenty.
20 Young Wild West's Ranch ; or, 'l'he Henegades of Hiley's Run.
21 Young Wild West on the T~ail; or, Outwitting the Redskins.
22 Young Wild West·s Bargain; or, A Red Man With a White Heart.
23 Young Wild . West' s Vacation; or, A Lively Time at Hoaring
Hanch.
24 Young Wild West On Ilis Muscle; or, Fighting With Nature's
Weapons.
25 Young Wild West's Mistake; or, Losing a Hundred Thousand.

26 ;roung Wild West in Deadwood; or, The Terror of Taper Top.
27 :Young Wild West's Close Call; or, The Raiders of Raw Hide
· Ridge.
28 ;roung Wild West Trapped; or, 'l'he Net That Would Not Holt!
Him.
29 Young Wild West's Election ; or, A Mayor at Twenty.
30 Young Wild West and the Cattle Thieves; or, Breaking Up a "Bad
Gang."
.
31 Young Wild West's Masco t; or, The Dog That Wanted a Master.
32 Young Wild West's Challenge; or, A Combination Hard to Beat.
33 Young Wi14 West and the aanch Queen; or, Rounding Up the Cattle Ropers.
34 iYoung Wild Webt's Pony Express; or, Getting the Mail Through
on Time.
,
35 iYoQung Wild West on the Big Divide; or, The Haid of the Renegades.
36 ;roung Wild West' s Mlll!on In Gold; or, The Boss Boy of Boulder.
37 Young Wild West Running the Gantlet; or, The Pawnee Chief's
Last Shot.
38 Young Wild West and the Cowboys; or, A Ilot Time on the
Prairie.
39 Young Wild West's Rough Riders; or, The Rose Bud of the
Rockies.
40 Young Wild West's Dash for Life; or, A Ride that Saved a
Town.
41 Young Wild West's Big Pan Out; or, The Battle for a Silver Mine.
U Young West and t he Charmed Arrow; or, The White Lily of the
Kiowas.
t 3 Young Wild West's Gr eat Round Up; or, Corraling the Ranch Raiders.
U Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers; or, Trailing a Bandit King.
4,5 Young Wild West and the Russian Duke; or, A. Lively 'Iime on
Mountain and Plain.
4 6 Young W lid West on the Rio Grande; or, Trapping the Mexican Coiners.
4 7 Young Wild West and Sitting Bull; or, Saving a 'l'roop of Cavalry.
48 Young Wild West and the .Texas Trailers; or, Roping in the Horse
Thieves.
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THE STAGE.
N o. 41. THE BOYS OF
EW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
t8 00K.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
•Jl<?Bt famous en~ men. N9 amateur minstrels is complete without
!h·1s wonderful ltttle book.
No .. 4?. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Contat!lmg a val'led asso,rt~ent of stump speeches, N!'gro, Dutch
•nd lr1sh. Also <'~ d mens JOkes. Ju st the thing fo·r home amusenent and amatPut· shows.
No. 45. TIJE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
o\.N D JOKB BOOK.:-Something n ew and very instructive. E~ery
1oy. s!Jou ld obtam tb 1s book, as 1t conta1ns full instructions for or(amzmg an amatenr m1nstre l troupe.
No. 65. 1\l ULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most origin al
ioke ~ooks ever published, and it is bt·imful of wit and humor. It
~ontams a large co llection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc .. o f
ferrence :\luldoon. the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
:he day. Bvery boy who can enjoy a good substantial jok~ should
~btE» n a copy immediatelv.
v
:~ . . 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing co::n,, lete 1nstruct1ons how to make up for various characters os the
=ta ge. ; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
-licente Art;st and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N!>· 80. GUS WILLIA:\IS' JOKE BOOK-Containing the lat';llt <Jokes, anecdotes and funny sto ries of this world-renowned and
•ver popular <J e r~nan comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
•!llored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

•

HOUSEKEEPING.
C!· 16. H9W TO KEEP ~ WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containing

•"<<ll mstructJOns fot· constructmg a wmdow garden "ither in town
~r coun t ry, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful
•Jlowers at horne. The most complete book of the kind ever pub!.hed.
No. 30. BOW 'l'O COOK.-One of the most instructive books
•D cooking ever published. It. contains. recijJes for cooking meats,
l ab, game. and oysters; also p1es, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of
·~astry, and a grand collection of recipes by on e of our most popular
-.ooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contain~ information for
•'ferybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teacb you bow to
il&ke almost anything around the hou se, suc h as parlor' ornaments
·~acketl , cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.'

ELECTRICAL.

'

No: 31. H(_)W T9 .BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing ~o.,_
teen 11lustratwns, g1vmg the different positions requ isite to be(l(Ml!C

a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems f ll' •. ,

a.ll the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the m~
s1mple and co nc1se manner possible.
No. 49 ..HOW TO DEBA'rE.-Giving rules for conductlni >:::>"
bates, outlln<'s for debates, questions for disc~:·ssion and tht~ l<t ~ ~'
sources for procuring information on the quesbons g'iven,

SOCIETY.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts .and wileP of tl1rt:· loL ..., ,
ful,y Pxp lumed by this littl<' book. Besides the vai'iOLIS melboJa,.; ..•1
haL<lkerchief, fa n, g love. paraso l, window and hat fl irtation it c. ,
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of f!'o wers, ;vbich. \•.
m,leresttng to everybody, both old and young. Yon cannot be ba{; ·,
wtthuut one.
No. 4. IIOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and bands ~' ·
1\ttie .book just i~sued ~Y !!'rank 'l'ousey. It contains full instn.•
twns m the art or dan('lng, etiquette in the bail-room and nt partl'll.
~·"w to dr<'ss, and full directions for calling off in all poiJular squ.Jw
dances.
No. ~· HO';'; 'T'O l\I o\.KE LOVE.-A <'omplete gu1de to !o~
cou rtship and ma!T'"b .;tnng sensible advice, rul es and etiqu ti;
to be obse rved, w1th m ... ny curious and interesti-ng things not geto•
brally known .
.
No. 17. f~OW •ro DRESS.-Contaiuing full instruction In t!i.
art o~ dressmg and appea~·ing well at borne and abr.:.ad, giving t ,
selectiOns of colors, mate!'lal. and how to have them made up.
~o. 18. HOW •ro BECOl\IE BEAUTIFUL.-One of tlblc
brtgbtest and most valuable little books Pver given to t he wo rl~ l
Everybody wishes to know bow to b<'come beautifu l, both male atm >
fema le. 'l'he sPcret is simp le, and nlmost costless. Read tlii~ IJ>~-.
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BrROS.-Handsomely illustratea £• J
containing full instructions for the management and trairring of ~1i1"~
canary, mockingbird, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, E-tc.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS A . 1RABBITS.-A usefu l and instructive book. Handsome! ill-a.~
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hlill.!'
on how to catch moles, w ease ls, otter, rats, squirrels and birCliO
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J . Harrin6tllJ<.I
Keene.
·
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANil\fAL .-J'
valuable book, giving instru ctions in collecting, preparing, monntl · ,
and preserving birds, animals and inst!cts.
·
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Givlng co~·
plete information as to the manner and method 'of raising, keepm··
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving fu~
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigihl;
illustrations, making it the most complete book of th !t •u~ ~·"',
published.
·

No. 46, BOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de'Jeription of the WOIH.!Prful uses of elect ricity and electro magnetism .
:oeether with full instructions for making Electr ic •roys, Batteries:
.tc. ~y George Trebel, A . l\:I.. M. D . Containing over fifty ilustratiOns.
~o. 64. HOW TO MAKE ET,ECTRICAL l\IACHINES.-Conrning full <lirections for making electrical machines, induction
•H ls, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
o{v R. A. R. Benm:tt. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS .
~r~e colle~~iol! .of ins~ructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No .. 8. HOW ~q BECO:\IE A SCIE,:"''L•JT. -A. usetuk ,.aCli d>'l
ll . ther w •.• b illustratiOns. By A. Anderson.
I struct1ve book, g1vmg a complete treat1se on cbem 1stry • also ,1
periments in acoustics. mecha ni cs, mathematics, chemistr' , and · <d'
ENTERTAINMENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas ba ll oon~> TIJJ;to. 9. HOW TO BECOi\IE A VENTRILOQUIS'l'.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO :MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand boo lt••
~4!nnedy. The secret given away. Eve t·y intelli!Jent boy reading
lila book of instructions. by a practical professot· (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc.. etc
No. 19.-FRAKK TOUSEY'R H:--'ITED STATES DlSTANO)
~des every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
1rt, and create any amount of fun fnr himself and friends. It is the TABI,ES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.- Giving tlll c
"""e test book !'ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it . .
official distances on all the railroads of the United States &1L'.<l 1
. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Al so table of distances by water to foreign ports, haet' <
.ory
luable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., maklmr>
·
,. games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc .. suitable it one of the most complPte and handy books published
:Dr parlor or drawing-room enterta inment. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOl\IE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.- a wo:;r
i"oney than an:v book published.
derful book. containing useful and practical information in til"
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and usefui little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to evel!5]
i'Ook, containing the rules and r'.!gu lations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective r ecipes for gener com•
plaints.
~l!ckgamm on, croqn(>t. dominoes, etc.
No. 36. IiOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMES AND COIN .
o .
e leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranil
.nd witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illu s~rated .
No. 52. HOW 'l'O PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
Ko. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTTVE.-By Old King BraC\17
j()ok, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-kuown detective. In wbi('h he lays down some valuab!"
~age, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker and sensible rules for beginners, n• "l also r elates some adventunr
t uction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards: and experiences of well-known d< • ... ' 1ves.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME .\ l'[lOTOGRAPH ER.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containin.g over tbrre hunont!'J;;.
~ed interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing usefu l information regarrli: •v · l> e Camera and how to work §\5 ~
ilOmplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
al so how to make Photo~rn nil ··· }fagic Lantern Slides and othG<·
Transparencies. Handsonwlv Illustrated. By Captain W . De Y
ETIQUETTE.
Abney .
No. 62. HOW TO r r <' ll~lE A WEST POINT MILITAE\ r
. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ET.JQUETTE.-It
'il 1. great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Conta inin~ t <.! l exp lanations how to gain admittano.c
~11 about. There's happin ess in it.
course of Study, F< >11 niuations, Duties, Staff of Officers, P ·;
o. 33. HOW '1'0 REHAVE.-Containing the r ules and etiquette Guard, Police R<'~'''" '"'"s, Fire Department, and a ll a boy shoull1
" rood society and the easiest and most approvPd methodseof ap- know to be a Cari.- <. I ·.J mpiled and written by Lu Senar<>ns, auth'f·
·•·VID C' to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, c:hurch, and of "How to B " """' a . 1ava l Cadet."
'lUI draw ing-room.
No. 63. HnW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete Ur.•
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis
a Q1
DECLAMATION.
Academy. A'''' containing the conrsp of inst ru ction, descriptl
~ 4:1. :Z'i'. HOW
0 REC I TE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of ground" ~ nd buildings, h istorical sketch . and everythinc ~& ~·
lr< lnlng the most popular seledions in use, comp rising Dutch should I; now <o become an of5cer in the l'nited States NaV7. O<rn!i·
, ~rencb di a lect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled anrl ··rittrn by Lu Senarens, au thor of " How ~ ~ 0
We~r· Point Military Cadet."
Ci'l~ !iilf,Q' mndt-.rd readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS~
Address FRANK TOU E¥. 1PT!bli~t· ..~,:,, 24 Union Square. :Ne-w

't'ort~:.~

FRA:NK 'REA:TIE WEEKLY MAGAZINE
Containing Stories of AdYentures on Land, Sea, and in the Air.
'' N" 0 lST" .A.1\I.I:E::.'' .
EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOMELY ILLUMINATBD COVER.

A 32-PAGE BOOK FOR FIVE CENTS.
All our readers know Frank Reade, Jr., the greatest inventor of the age, and his two fun-loving chums, Bar.
and Pomp. The stories published in this magazine contain a true account of the wonderful and exciti
ad vcn tures of the famous in ve;Jtor, with his marvellous flying machines, electrical overland engines, and his extr
ordinary submarine boats. Each number is a rare treat. Tell your newsdealer to get you a copy.
1 Frank Heade, Jr's " ' bite Crui ser of the Clouds: or, The Search for

the D og -Faced >\len .
2 Frank Hea de. Jt·.'s Submarine Boat, the "Explorer"; ot·, To the
North Pole Under the l ee.
3 Ft·lln i< n eade. Jr.'s Elect ri c Van; ot·, IIuuting Wild Antmals in the
Jungles of India.
·
4 Frunk Ueade, Jr.'s Electric Air Canoe; or, Th e Search for the
Valley of Diamond s.
5 Frank Reade, J!'.' s "Sea Serpent" ; or, 'J'he Sea r ch for Sunken
Gold.
G Frank Reade, Jr:s Electric rTe rL·or, the "Thunae rer" ; or, The
Search for the Tartar's Captive.
7 Fran!< Hende. Jr.'s Air \\'onder, the ''Kite''; or, .A Six Weeks'
Flight Over the Andes.
8 Fran!< lteade, J r.'s Deep Sea Diver, t h e "Tortoise"; or, The Search
fot· n Sunken Is land.
9 Frank Hcadc, Jr.'s ,l,;l ectric Invention, the "Warrior": or, Fighting
Apaches in Arizona.
10 Frank Ueade, Jr. , and llis Electric Air Boat; or, Hunting ~' ild
Beasts for a Ci reus.
11 Frank Heade, Jr., and His 'J'orpcdo Boat; or, At War \Yith the
Brazilian Hebels.
12 Fighting the Slave llunters : or, Frank Heade, Jr., in Central
Africa .
13 l~rom Zone to Zone; or, The Won de rfu l Trip of Frank R eade, Jr.,
with ' Uls Latest Air Ship.
14 Frank Rende, Jr., and Ill s Electric Cruiser of the Lakes: or, A
J oumcy 'l'hrongh Aft•ica by Water.

15 Frank Ueade, Jr., and His Electric TutTet; or, Lost in the Land
of .io'i re.
1G Frank Rende, Jr., and Hi s F.ngine of the Clouds; or, Chased
Around the Wol'id In the J';ky.
17 In ~~e aGSe~"Jm':t~~~P~~In;t.or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strange Adventures
18 Chased Act·oss the Sahara; or, ~'rank Reaae, J r., After a Bedouin's
Cnptive.
19 Six Weeks in the Clouds; or, Frank Reaae, Jr.'s .Air·Shlp the
"Thunderbolt"
20 Around the Wot:ld Under Water· or The Wonaerfui Cruise of a
Submarine Boat.
'
'
21 The Mystic llrand: or. I•'rank Reade. Jr. , and His Overland Stage.
22 Jo'ra,t;k. Heade. Jr.'s Electric Air Ha cer; or, Around the Globe in
Ihtt·ty Days.
23 The Sunken l'lrate: or. Frank Reade, Jr., in Search of a Treasure
at the Bottom of the Sea.

24 lcrank Reade, Jr.'s Magnetic Gun Carriage; or, Worlrl ng for
U. S . l\lail.
.
25 Frank Heade , Jr. , and His Electric I ce Ship; or, UQven Ad
in the l•'rozen Sky.
.'
26 Frank Heade, Jr.'s ,l,;lectri c Sea Engine; or, Hunting for a Sun
Diamond Mine.
27 'J'he Black Range: or, l•'mnk Reade, Jr. , Among the Cowboys , .
His Electric Cat·avan .
28 Over the 'Andes with b'raul< Reade, Jr., in His New Air·Shlp;
Wild Adventures In l'eru.
29 Frank Reade. Jr. , Exploring a Submarine Mounta in ; or. Lost at
Bottom of the Sea.
30 Adrift in Afri ca ; or, Frank U eade, .l r ., Among the Ivory Hun
with His ).'ew Electric Wagon.
31 Fra~~n~:~de, J r.'s Search for a Lost 1\ian In His Latest
32 Frank Hea de. Jr.'s Search for the Sea Serpent: or, Six Thous
i\Illes Under the S~a.
33 Frank Heade. J r.'s Prairie Whirlwind ; or, The Mystery of
Hidden Canyo n.
34 Around the Horizon for 'l'en Thousand :Miles ; or, Frank
Jr.'s l\Iost Wonderful Trip.
35 Lost in the At lanti c Valley; or, Frank R eade. Jr., and his
der. the "Dart."
36 Frank Heade. Jr.'s Desert Explorer ; or, The Undergrou nd
of the Sahara.
37 Lost in the Mountains of the l\Ioon: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s G
Trip with the "Scud."
38 l'nder t h e AnHt7.on fol' " Thousnn!l ::\ I lles.
39 Frank Reade. Jr.'s Clipper of the I'ralr ie: or. Fighting the Apa
In the Southwest.
1 40 Theth~h~.~ila~~L~ Comet; or, Frank Reade. Jr.'s .Aerial Trip
41 .Across the E'rozen Sea; or, Frank Reade .lr.'s E lectric Snow 1
ter.
J
42 Frank Reade Jr.'s E lectric Buckboard ; or, Thrilling Adventure\
North Australia .
•
1 43 Around the Arctl~ Circle: or , Frank Reade Jr.'s Famous Fll
With TI!s Air ~hip.
.
44 Frank R ea de .lr. s Search for the Silver "hale; or, U nder
Ocean In the Electri~ "Do lphin .''
45 Frank Ren de. Jr., and Ills Electric Car; or. Outwitting a DespeJ
46 ToG~~~f End of the Ea t· th . or, Frank Read~ Jr.'s Great Mid·
Jcli ght.
·
47 The ~I i sslng Island: or. Frank Read Jr.'s Voyage Under the ,
48 Frank Reade, Jr ., in Central India; or, the Search for ~ '- I
Savants.
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